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ABSTRACT:

The N(d,p ) N reaction has been used to measure nitrogen depth distributions

in single grains of wheat and barley. With the beam energy used (6 MeV) a depth

of 225 pm was reached. In order to test the applicability of the method for

plant breeding purposes we have studied 1000 grains of wheat and grains of

barley, which are part of a larger material of about 50 0C0 grains grown and

harvested under controlled biological conditions. The measured nitrogen distri-

butions in wheat show striking correlations with parameters describing the

nitrogen level of fertilizer, the time of harvesting, the grain position in

a head and the analyzed variety of wheat. Contributions to the spectra from

silicon in the hull of barley are demonstrated. Contributions from interfering

elements in the aleuron layer in wheat placed a limit of 120 pm to the depth

region analyzed.

The importance of effects like pileup, heating of the grains by the beam

and grain asymmetries were studied in detail.

The possibility to use the technique for selection purposes in plant breeding

will be discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

One important problem of the world is the lack of high quality proteins

(essential amino acids) in cerial grains (rise, wheat, corn etc) . This

lack depends both on a low level of proteins and on the fact that the

essential amino acids are in poor balance. Mainly the amino acid lysine

is missing. This leads not only to a lack of lysine but is as F C Byrnes

says: "The value of a protein in the diet is determined by the amount

of the essential amino acids in shortest supply."

Plant breeders are thus trying to do breed varieties of crops that

hold relatively high amounts of lysine. This can be achieve*! either

by raising the overall level of proteins or by raising the iysine

level alone.

One agricultural problem is that the bran holding high amounts of proteins

is removed at milling. This is not only a nutritional problem, it is

also a problem of baking capacity versus the harvest volume. The volume

is normally negatively correlated to the protein content. The aim is

to find varieties where the content of proteins are relatively high

in the central region of the endosperm.

Figure 1.1 shows an electron microscope photograph of a cut wheat grain
2)

from a study by Belderok . The aleuron layer has a relatively high
3 h)

concentration of proteins in grains of wheat and barley ' . The

proteins are partly distributed in small protein bodies in grains

from varieties with normal lysine content, while the proteins ire more

uniformly distributed in high lysine varieties. Thus the protein

content in the aleuron layer and the protein structure further inside

the endosperm might be used as measures of the lysine level.



At ths milling of vheat not only the bran but also the outer parts

of the endosperm are removed and thus we should look for varieties

where this region holds little of the total protein content of the

grain. The protein content in the outer endosperm divided by the

protein content further in would then be a measure of the quality

looked for.

In plant breeding it is important to have fast, nondestructive methods

to select grains with high protein content and "good" protein distri-

bution. It is also important to find methods where the grains are

not destroyed,by the analysis,for future cultivation.

Various methods have been attempted e g the lysine level in flour can

be measured by near infrared spectroscopy . A standard technique is to

crash the grains and to analyze different fractions of the flour,

which gives a good measure of the distribution of proteins in the

grains. Such techniques are "destructive" in the sense that the grains

analyzed cannot be further cultivated.

A good linear correlation between the protein content and the nitrogen

content is generally assumed to exist even if R T Kachuk recommends

the use of a smaller conversion factor than the commonly used. Thus a

knowledge of the nitrogen content in the different regions of the

grain mentioned above or the nitrogen depth distribution would be of

great value.

7)Johansson et al presented an idea to measure nitrogen contents in

grains with nuclear reaction techniques. Sundqvist et al established

the use of the N(d,p ) N reaction at 6 MeV deuteron energy as a

nondestructive technique to measure nitroge i contents in grains and

found a good correlation with the conventional but tedious Kjeldahl
9)

analysis. Sundqvist et al also reported on the possibility to

measure nitrogen depth distributions down to a depth of approximately

300 pm with 6 MeV deuterons. The seed cor.t is approximately 33 m

thick (Fig l.l). The interesting aleuron layer 33 um and the

outer region of the endosperm would thus be available for study.



Hie thickness of the aleuron layer in barley is not well defined as

two or three layers of cells can be involved yielding thicknesses

in the range of 5 0-150 Um. Also in this case a penetrated region of

200 un would be adequate.

3,9)
The scope of this work was the following: Sundqvist et al has

demonstrated a technique to measure nitrogen depth distributions. We

wanted to test the possible use of this technique in plant breeding.

There were four basic questions to be answered:

a) Can any depth regions sensitive to biological parameters like ripeness,

grain position in the head, level of nitrogen application be studied

with the (d,p) technique?

b) Can the results give information on genetic qualities?

c) Are the qualities mentioned in b) correlated to knowledge from other

techniques?

d) Is the statistical accuracy high enough to compete with sslection

methods already used?

In order to answer these questions J MacKey at the University of

Agriculture in Uppsala has grown a material of grains, presented in

Section 2.2, and we have constructed a system to analyze thousands of

grains with the (d,p) technique.

Gönczi et al reported on the system to analyze large amounts

of grains in order to evaluate the possibilities to use the N(d,p ) N

reaction for genetical selection purposes.

This paper, which in some parts overlaps ref 11), presents in detail the

testing system, the problems involved with the technique, and some

results of the different tests.



A short description of the technique and the experimental arrangements

is given in Section 2.1. In more detail* we present the experimental

arrangements in Section 3> without discussions. The procedures of the

data reduction and analyses is presented in Section k. In Section 5 a

number of technical aspects of the experiment and the data analysis

are presented and discussed in detail. The results,both on the physical

performance and on the biological questions raised,are given in Section 6.

Finally, Section 7 discusses the usefullness of this technique in plant

breeding and makes suggestions about the future of the project.



2.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Basic experimental details

The il(d,p ) N reaction has, relatively other main components in

organic matter, a high positive Q value i e high energy protons

emerging from,deuteron irradiated, organic matter mainly originate

from nitrogen. The nitrogen content can thus, in principle, be

determined by integration of the high energy region of charged

particle spectra from semiconductor particle detectors. Furthermore

the energy- loss of the charged particle?, involved (protons and

deuterons), in matter can be used to determine the reaction depth

by measuring the energy of the emerging proton. A depth distribution

of nitrogen can thus be measured if the differential cross section

of the (d,p) reaction is known.

In the following a brief description of the experiment and the N(d,p ) N

technique to measure nitrogen depth distributions in cerial grains is

given (Fig 2.1.1).

A 6 MeV deuteron beam, produced by the Uppsala tandem van de Graaff

accelerator was used. Samples, mainly grains of wheat, mounted on a

sample holder chain,with up to ̂ 00 target positions, were exposed

to the beam. The chain was placed on a removable cassette in an

evacuated scattering chamber and the samples were automatically moved

into the beam position by a stepping motor controlled by the PDP-15

online computer. The charged particles emerging at 155 backward

angle were detected by six Si(SB) detectors, mounted in a ring

arrangement (Fig 2.1.2). A Ge(Li) detector was placed outside the

scattering chamber and used to detect gamma rays, from reaction in carbon,



to normalize the nitrogen to the carbon content. The electric signals from

the detectors were amplified by standard nuclear physics electronics and stored

through an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) in the online computer. All data

were stored on magnetic tapes. The whole system was run automatically.

The online program included tests on experimental failures and interrupted

the run when necessary. The details of the experimental setup are given

in Section 3. Fig 2.1.3 shows a typical energy spectrum taken with a

thin foil of melamine (C-JĴ H,-). In the figure also the reactions in

oxygen are indicated and it can be seen that there is an energy region

above 6 MeV, where only reactions in nitrogen contribute, except for the
13 lh

C(d,pJ C reaction. This is due to the relatively high Q-values of

reactions in nitrogen (Table 5.5.2). In this experiment we did not detect

alpha particles because of plastic absorbers used in front of the detectors.

Thus, therewasa "clean" region containing counts only from the (d,p)

reaction in N. With thick targets, when also particles from reactions

deeper in the target were detected, the particle energy was a measure of

the reaction depth because charged particles lose energy when they pass

through matter. Thus the energy spectrum could be converted to a depth spectrum

and the nitrogen depth distribution was obtained by dividing the measured

spectrum channel by channel with a reference spectrum from a thick homo-

geneous melamine target. Normally a number of effects occured which complicated

the spectra, like pileup and interfering reactions in other elements than

C, O and N. These effects were investigated in this work and are

described in Section 5. With 6 MeV deuterons the depth distribution
2

measured to a depth of 27.0 rag/cm inside the surface (225 ym if a
density of 1.2 g/cm was assumed).



2.2 Biological disposition

lU IS
The possible use of the N(d,p ) N nuclear reaction technique as a

selection tool in plant breeding needed an investigation where the

following two basic questions were to be answered:

1. Is it possible to obtain knowledge, relevant to the biological sciences,

about the nitrogen distribution as a function of parameters

like variety of the species, time of harvest, level of nitrogen

application (fertilization) etc?

2. Can selection based on the nuclear reaction technique lead to an

improvement of plant breeding under realistic conditions"

To answer questions 1 and 2 a large amount of grains was grown with

controlled variation of several parameters, seed variety, degree of

fertilization etc, at the University of Agriculture in Uppsala (Table 2.2.1).

The whole sample was grown in specially constructed ceramic pots,

Mitscherlich pots (Fig 2.2.1), with a treatment of the plants conventionally

used in nutritional research.

Table 2.2.1 The parameter space of grown and harvested grains. The numbers

within paranthesis are the numbers relevant for this work.

Seven to ten plants were grown with the same treatment and

were harvested at the same time.

Species

Våriety

Level of N-
app1ication

Samp 1 i ng t ime

Position of a
gra in in a
barley head

Position of a
sma11 head i n a
wheat head

Position of a
yra in in a
smal I head

S

Jufy I

number of

3 (2)

9 (2)

15 (5)

3 (3)

ring wheat

Prins

number
of

3 (2)

9 (2)

15 (5)

3 (3)

Red Moskovska

number of

3 (2)

9 (2)

15 (5)

3 (3)

Barley

Bom i

number
of

3

9

25

Mutant 1508

number of

3

9

25

fot'il number of parameter combinations = 3645 (120) 1350



As the technical questions were given high priority in this work only

a smaller fraction of grains with a reduced number of paraeters were

analyzed. (See Table 2.2.2 in combination with the figure below.)

S m a l l h e a d 1 2 3 ^ 5
n o

Grain no 1 2 3 1 2 2 3 ^ 1 2 3 1 2 3

The figure shows a wheat head. The filled grains are the ones used

in the present experiment.

Table 2.2.2 The parameter combinations (treatments) used in this experiment

Variety

[Harvest

'Level of H
fappl icat ion

iStnal 1 head

[Grain

Jufy

Early

High

1 to 5

1 to 3

• Prins

Late

Low

1 to 5

1 to 3

High

1 to 5

1 to 3

Rea Moskovska

Late

High

1 to 5

i to 3

Very late

High

1 to 5

1 to 3

Specification of the parameters used:

Early harvest = July 26

Late harvest = September 6

Very late harvest = September 13

Low nitrogen application = 130 mg nitrogen/kg soil

High nitrogen application = 730 mg nitrogen/kg soil

The varieties Prins and Jufy 1 were chosen as Prins is known to have

relatively higher nitrogen content ir. the inner part of the endosperm than

Jufy 1 (Section 6.2). Red Mbskovska has a particularly high nitrogen

content and rather high lysine content. Itwir. possible to study effects

as a function of position in the head, level of nitrogen application and

sampling time. All grains within a given treatment were genetically

equivalent as they were autogamous (i e self- fertilizers).

The heads were weighed after the harvest, freeze-dried and reweighed. Before
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the grains were mounted on the chains they were also weighed individually.

Mounting was done with the help of a small mounting table, Fig 2.2.3.

Nitrogen distributions as a function of depth were measured and compared

with each other,mostly in the form of spectra where two distributions

were divided with each other. If the deviations between genetically

different groups are significantly laiger than the standard deviation of

distributions due to environmental differences, the method might be

useful for genetical selection in plant breeding.
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3 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section a detailed description of the experimental setup is

given. The schematic drawing (Fig 2.1.1) gives an idea of the layout

of the experiment. The N(d,p ) N nuclear reaction was induced in

cerial grains by 6 MeV deuterons from the tandem accelerator. The

emerging protons were detected and energy analyzed. Their energy was a

measure of the reaction depth. The discussion of the choice of specific

experimental parameters is left to Section 5.

3.1 The incident deuteron beam

A 6 MeV deuteron beam was delivered by the EN tandem van de Graaff

accelerator in Uppsala and energy analyzed with a 90 bending magnet

leading to a precision in the beam energy of 2 keV (FWHM).

The beam intensity and the integrated beam current on the samples were

measured in two ways:

1. A Faraday-cup was placed after the scattering chamber. This

could only be used for thin targets or with the beam positioned

between two targets. It could not give a measurement of the integrated

current on the grains analyzed..

2. A thin (20 ug/cm ) carbon foil was placed (Fig 3.1.1) after the last

collimator in the beam defining system. Elastically scattered charged

particles were detected in a semiconductor particle detector (1000 ym)

placed at i*5 scattering angle. The solid angle was 0.02 sr. By

integrating the number of counts in the monitor spectrum we obtained

a measure proportional to the integrated beam current. This measure

was calibrated to the integrated beam current in the Faraday-cup when

no target was in beam position.

12)
The carbon foil decreased the beam energy with approximately 3.3 keV

with a straggling about 0.5 keV (FWHM) . The straggling did not affect

the total energy resolution ( Sect h.T).



The beam current was kept less than 3 nA throughout the measurements

(Sect 5-2).

The diameter of the beam spot at the sample position was at most 1.5 mm.

In Fig 3.1.1 the collimator system is shown. An anti-collimator was

used to reduce the contributions of the beam scattered from the last

collimator before the target.

The transmission of the beam through the collimator system was

approximately 20 %. The normally large neutron background from deuterons

hitting the collimator did not significantly affect the measurements with

the low beam current used. The background, level was measured to be less than

10 mrem/h at 0.5 m from the target.

3.2 The scattering chamber

In order to keep evacuation times as short as possible, a rather small

scattering chamber was used (Fig 3.2.1). The chamber was equipped with

a window for measurements of charged particle induced low-energy X-rays

(PIXE). The chamber was made of aluminium which was a disadvantage with

thin targets, as scattered deuterons caused reactions in aluminium giving

charged particle energies above 8 MeV. To avoid this»the chamber walls

were covered with mylar sheets and the detectors were supplied with

collimator telescopes. The pressure in the chamber was lower than

10 Torr. A stepping motor was attached to the chamber in order to

drive the sample changer. The samples were contained in exchangeable

cassettes. The cassettes could be moved vertically to adjust the

beam position on the grains, A ring-shaped detector holder (Fig 2.1.2),

for six particle detectors facing the target at 155 scattering angle ,

was used. It could also accomodate one additional detector,facing the

carbon foil (Sect 3.1),for beam current measurements.
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3-3 The detector system

Seven Ortec Si(SB) detectors were used in the experiment (one for

monitoring). All of them had sensitive depths of 1 mm and areas of

100 mm . Protons from the (d,p) reaction in N have

of 11.6 MeV and a maximum range in silicon of 0.9 mm

The solid angle of each detector, 6 cm from the sample, was 0.018 sr

(Sect 5.3). The angular region covered by each detector, 155±5 , lead

to an energy spread for 11.6 MeV protons of ±0.05 MeV.

All detectors were eletrically insulated from the chamber in order to

reduce ground-loops.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foils, 18 mg/cm thickness, were placed in front

of the detectors in order to absorb alpha particles and low-energy

protons and deuterons.

A Ge(Li) detector was placed at 100 in the backward direction at a

distance of 50 cm from the target and the limiting collimators, which

assured that the neutron background was below 10 mrem/h. The detector

had an efficiency of 15 %.

3.k The targets

Three types of targets were used:

1. Thin targets mounted on small aluminium holders.

2. Thick homogeneous targets also mounted on holders.

3. Thick self-supporting samples like grains of wheat.

All targets were mounted on small nuts glued on a "bicycle" chain with

a distance of 6 mm between each link (Fig 2.2.3). Up to U0O grains could

be mounted on a sing!'-- chain. The chain was placed on a cassette and

positioned by a stepping motor. One step of the motor corresponded to a

0.3 mm movement perpendicular to the beam direction. The chain was

normally driven in one direction but the direction could also be reversed.



The positioning of the targets was calibrated by measuring the fcoam

current through a small hole in a piece of tantalum placed in one of

the target positions.

3-5 The electronic system

Fig 3-5.2 shows the simplicity of the electronic system which can be

obtained in the future. Only amplification and then conversion to

digital form of the detector signals is necessary. However, the need

to adjust the existing equipment at the laboratory in combination

with the wish to keep the highest possible analysis rate made a more

complex electronic setup necessary (Fig 3.5.1). The main reasons for

the complexity of the system are listed below.

1. Each of the six detectors gave essentially the same information,

but they were treated individually all the way through the system.

2. The counting rate in the ADC was to be kept low.

3. The pileup was to be small. Pileup occured both in

the main amplifiers and in the mixer.

k. There were four ADC:s interfaced to the computer so routing had to

be used as we wanted individual treatment of all detectors.

5. The relatively high counting rate in the low-energy region of the

spectra caused a couple of problems. There was dead time in the

ADC and during the measuring time overflow could occur in certain

channels because the PDP-15 word is only 18 bits long. To avoid

this we have introduced a "down-sealer" in the electronics. With

this device we reduced the counting rate in the low-energy region

by a factor 100.

6. A special logical arrangement, see Pig 3.5-1. was used to reduce

pileup created in the mixer of the signals from seven main

amplifiers fanned in.
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3.6 The online computer

A PDP-15 computer was used for data collection, data reduction, and

control of the automatization of the run.

Four ADC's were used but only two of them served the eight detectors

in the experiment. The third converted the preset sealer over-

flow signal to create an "interrupt" of the online program.

The fourth ADC counted the nuirber of steps, generated by the stepping

motor (Sect 5-8).

Spectra from the detectors were stored in 8k (3192 word) core memory, Ik

for every detector. Every 8k spectrum was stored on magnetic tape (7 track,

800 bpi). To make data checking possible during the run, all spectra were

condensed to 200 channels and stored on one of theRF15 (256 k) disc units

of the computer.

3-7 Online programs

For the data collection a special version of the online data acquisition

assembler program of the TLU 15) was used. Briefiy, the special features

were the following. When an interrupt signal was created by the ADC, the

data collecting ADC's were stopped and a program MACUT was initiated.

In the last 25 words of the data memory buffer the counting rate, in the

data collecting ADC's , as stored continuously. All signals in one ADC

were counted in a given memory location to keep track of the number of

stepping motor steps.

MACUT is a Fortran program to control the automatic system • Some

details of MACUT follows.

a. MACUT stores data on the magnetic tape.

b. MACUT also stores data on the disc to make it possible to analyze and

inspect data during the run.

c. MACUT tests for changes in energy calibration, serious changes in the deple-

tion depths of the detector." (öeen by the absence of high energy protons),
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significant changes in counting rates and serious asymmetric effects

due to errors in positioning of the chain.

d. MACUT instructs the stepping motor to move the grains into the bean

e. MACUT starts two inspection programs to check for situations where

no grain is in the beam, the beam is missing or when a carbon target

mounted on the chain for orientation purposes was the last in the beam.

All inspection programs rang the bell of an ordinary teletype at every

error and printed a code number which defined the error. This operation

was always lone when no grain was in the beam to make it possible to

correct for the error without destroying any grain.

3.8 Offline analysis programs

The data were analyzed on two computers, the PDP-15 at the TLU and the

IBM 370/158 at UDAC (Uppsala Data Central).

In spite of the fact that large data volumes, approximately 200 8k spectra,

were to be examined and treated in a number of ways, the relatively small

PDP-15 (56k memory) was preferred in most situations. This was due to the

high degree of interactivity the PDP-15 system allowed. When the

technique with its various parameters, both biological and physical,

(Section 5) was to be developed, the interactivity was of great value.

Especially for the inspection of data and results by comparison of plotted

figures, for decisions on strategies of the future analysis. The limitations

of the PDP-15 to a core memory size of Ilk for the program and data buffer

and with a disc space of approximately 90k normally available made complex

statistical treatments more advantageous at the IBM 370/158.

A large group of small programs were written for this project. Due to the

limited space in the computer, only a few of these are general purpose

programs. Most of them are specialized to do only one task '

The IBM 370/158 in Uppsala is equipped with a Statistical Analysis System

(SAS) , with which the data were analyzed (Sect U.9). This system was

used in a number of ways, all of which allowed a high degree of data

reduction.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD

Fig 2.1.3 shows a typical energy spectrum from a thin film of UO

melamine (C on a carbon backing of 2*0 ug/em . In the figure all

important peaks are identified. Only peaks due to nitrogen, except the

C(d,Po) C reaction, are present above 6.1 MeV, the energy of the
12 13

peak due to the C(d,p ) C reaction. The present method is based

on the fact that the N(d,p ) N reaction has a high positive

Q value so that the elastic scattering from any isotope does

not interfer.

In a thick target (Fig U.l) the incident deuterons and the emerging

charged particles lose energy. The energy losses give the possibility

to determine the depth at which a reaction has taken part.

The pulse height spectrum from a wheat grain (Fig k.2) is a summation

of the spectra from the six particle detectors at 155 scattering angle.

The pulses from energies below a fev hundred keV were discriminated by

the lower limit function of the ADC's.

Six different regions dominated by different physical effects are

indicated in Fig k.2. The lowest energy region, number 1, had mainly

two contributions:

a. particles from the radioactive decay of the isotopes N, 0 and

17F, created by (d,n) reactions.

b. elastically scattered deuterons from C, N and 0.

Region 2 was dominated by the elastically scattered deuterons. Region 3

had its main contribution from (d,p) and (d,a) reactions in ' C, 0
lit

and N to both the ground and excited states of the final nuclei. Region

h contained contributions from electronic pileup in the linear amplifiers,

the (d,p) reaction in C, (d,p) and (d,a) reactions in a number of

interfering elements like Ca, K, S and P and finally by the exploited

reactions (d,p) and (d^x) in N. Region 5 only contained the reactions
lU 13

in N and the interfering elements, but neither C nor any significant

amount of pileup (Sect 5.h). Region 6 finally contained negligible amounts

of any other contributions than the reactions in N.



T- spite of the fict that the (d,a) reaction in ' II has a larger

cross section than the (d,p) reaction, it was of little use since the

stopping power for cx-particles is much larger than for protons so that

the contribution from a given depth region was smeared out over a large

ener,5y region. The spectra taiten in this experiment were somewhat

different (Fig U.3) mainly due to absorber foils in front of the

detectors and the down scaling unit used in the electronics.

In the following we describe how a pulse-height spectrum, like the one

in Fig 4.3, was first reduced to contain as little as possible of the

contributions from interfering elements, then converted into a spectrum

of nitrogen content versus energy and finally into a nitrogen depth

distribution.

From the definition of the cross section in a nuclear reaction Didriksson
18)

et al have derived the following expression for the number of counts

in an energy channel dE,, due to a given reaction.

»A da (E r

cos

k(Ej
dE

( ^\ , ± m _̂ / ± \
Kåx } p dEn dx

where

d£J

= the number of bombarding particles

= the solid angle of the detector(s)

= Avogadro'n number

_ the differential cross section for the the reaction at

energy E and a given scattering angle

= the atomic weight of the reacting isotope

= the density of the target

= the beam energy

= the energy of the bombarding particle just before the reaction

the energy of the light reaction product immediately after

the reaction

= the energy of the light reaction product after leaving the sample

= 130 - 0, where 0 i3 the scattering angle
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dx

dE.

dx

x

2,3

_ the stopping power for the bombarding particle just

before the reaction

_ the stopping power for the light product in the target

at energies E and E

= reaction depth in the sample

= the weight fraction of the reaction isotope in the target

at depth corresponding to energy E

Tabulated values of stopping powers are given in units of ——[MeV/mg/cm ]

thus the density is not explicitly present in the calculation. Physically it

is most convenient to measure depths in terms of mass per area. The conversion

to depth, when desired, can be done by multiplication with the density, which

is only known for the whole grain and not as a function of depth.

When depth is given in um in this paper the density of the whole grain,

1.2 g/cm ,was assumed. For simplicity the notation -r— = — " — is used.

Different methods to normalize spectra are described in Sect 5.7. In

this experiment we chose to detect gamma rays with a Ge(Li) detector
12 13

and to use the peak from the reaction C(d,p_) C*

L_>Y + 13C(g-s)

as this Y peak was clearly seen in the spectrum with a high peak to

background ratio.

For the integrated number of counts ( N) in the y-peak we have the

following expression:

k(E)
dE (U.2)

F (*==•(

E = the Coulomb barrier of the reaction isotope for the bombarding

particle.

'n rule w;u; WJ<'.-.\ to -let-mino '.ho :;topping power for a known

r-:)
mixture of elements in the target

K.A.
1 X



where M = the molecular weight of the target

M. = the number of atoms of element I

A. = the atomic weight of element i

. 3) gives for the case of melamine

ti

and for grains containing approximately It 3 % C.

0.5 55 K and 0.5 % Cl (see Table 5-5.1)

£ 0, 7 % H, 3 # K,

100 (—) + 7-dx Q
(g, +0.5.(f)
a X K d x Cl

These expressions together with the table on page 25*+ of ref (12 ) give
dE

table 4.1.1 for T — as a function of energy.

Table

Proton
energy
(MeV)

0.2

0.4

0.5

0.8

i .0

2.0

3.2

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

12.0

Deuteron
energy
(MeV)

0.4

0.8

1 .0

1 .6

2.0

4.0

6.4

8.0

12.0

16.0

20.0

24.0

Grain
cJE/dx

(MeV/mg/
cm2)

0.648

0.563

0.505

0.353

0.289

0. 160

0.109

0.091

j.066

1.053

J.044

' J .039

Carbon
dE/dx d i f f
(MeV/mg/ %
cm )

0.614

0.478

0.423

0.302

0.253

0.144

0.100

0.084

0.061

0.049

0.041

0.036

-5

-15

-16

-14

-13

-10

-9

-8

-8

-7

-7

-1

(C H?)r,
dE/dx d i f f
(MeV/mg/ %
cm2)

0.800

0.672

0.602

0.426

0.351

0.189

0.125

0.104

0.074

0.059

0.050

0.043

23

19

19

20

21

17

14

14

12

13

12

12

Mel am ine
dE/dx
(MeV/mg/
cm )

0.615

0.545

0.489

0.340

0.278

0. 156

0.107

0.089

0.065

0.052

0.043

0.038

d i f f
%

-5

-3

-3

-4
-4

-3

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2
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Referring to this table we introduced the following approximations

(grains (g), melamine (m) and carbon (c)):

dE g dE m

(al) (•—) « 1.03 (-^~) for all deuteron energies 1 < E < 2k MeV.

The difference is <1%.

dE g dE_ m

(a2) (TT^) « 1.02 (j~^) f o r all proton energies 6 < E < 2k MeV

The difference is <1%.

This also leads to (a3) Eg « E? and (aU) Eg » E^ .

AT? *" fly 8
(a5) (^) « 0.9 (f^) for 1 MeV < E, < 6 MeV and U MeV < E < 12 MeV.

dx dx d p

As this is approximately true for both bombarding deuterons and emerging

protons

(a6) Eg w E° and (a?) E | » E^ for a given E .

U.I Subtraction of C contributions

In Fig 2.1.3 the C(d,p ) C reaction is indicated. The proton energy

from reactions at the surface was 9.08 MeV. The absorber foils decreased

this energy to 8.3 MeV. This energy is the same as that of protons from

the N(d,p ) N reaction at a depth of 153 Mm in grains using absorbers.

In order to subtract the contribution from the C(d,p ) C reaction from

the collected spectra we regard the case when data are collected from a

pure (>99»99 %) carbon target, Fig U.I.I. Expression U.1 for the case of

grains divided with the corresponding expression for the carbon sample and

using approximations (a5) to (aT) yields

Qg kg

c c h
dNC(E ) QC kC

°-9



The distribution of ""C in the sample is assumed to be homogeneous

both in pure carbon and in grains. Thus k does not depend of E,.

From expression U.I.I with above approximations we get

^ = ̂ • ^ • 0 . 9 (U.1.2)

V QC kC

12
Note that k in (U.1.2) is the weight fraction of C in the sample and

in (U.I.I) the fraction of 13C.

12 13
To separate them we denote K for C and K_ for C.

o* Q

KC KC 13

— = — as the fraction of the isotope C in natural carbon

K? h
is constant.

Y S
Then (U.I.I) and (U.1.2) give dNS(E ) = — • dNC(E )

Thus the contribution of counts due to reactions in C in grains is

expressed in terms of the corresponding contribution from the pure

carbon target and the normalization factor obtained from the y

spectra. dN (E ) was subtracted for all energies between 6 and 12 MeV.

U.2 Subtraction of contributions from other interfering elements

Asthe pileup contribution, ?. n the high-energy region og the spectra, was

rather low, we could assume that the difference in the shape of a

spectrum from a melamine target and one from a homogeneous

flour target was due to re;ctions in other elements than nitrogen. C

was separately subtracted as described in Sect U.I. In order to get a

spectrum from interfering elements, assuming they are homogeneously

distributed in the analyzed region of the grain, we normalized the

corresponding flour targe" in the very high energy region (9-9<E <10.T MeV),

where interfering reactions were negligible (see Table 5.5-2), to a melamine



spectrum and then subtracted the melamine spectrum. The result was

difference spectrum assumed to be due to interfering elements. This

spectrum was then subtracted from all spectra from the analysed grains

after normalization. The assumption is that this difference was dae to

reactions in interfering elements and that they were homogeneously

distributed is discussed in Sect 5.6.

U.3 Nitrogen content calibration

In expression U.I we can see that dN(E ) depends on the variations of

as a function of energy. This variation was determined by usi^g a

thick target of homogeneous melamine.

Dividing equation U.I for grains with that for melanine and

using approximations (al) through (aU) we get

(U.3.1)

where k., means the weight fraction of nitrogen in the sample.

Using the same y normalization method as in Sect U .1 we have

•• • a- • — • 1.02

V Qm k*

(U.3.1) and (U.3.2) give

dN^E- v
V

m,

(U.3.2)

As nitrogen is homogeneously distributed in melamine fĈ CÊ ) is constant

k™ = 8U/126 (chemical formula; C

36/126

kg « U3 % (Table 5-f;.l)

N̂1" and YNg are integrated Y peak areas.

dNg(E. ) and d!Jm(E ) are the number of counts in particle spectra in the

energy channel E,.
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In this way the weight fraction was calculated at a depth corresponding

to detected energy E.., which in turn is a function of the energy of the

reacting deuteron E .

h.k Recalibration to depth scale

In order to convert the energy scale to a depth scale we first calculated

the different energies for the protons emerging from the N(d,p ) N

reaction at different depths using formula U.U. 5. The procedure is

described here. The notation is explained in the following.

Detector
Foil

dX

Target

1+dE1
E2+CIE2
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The detected proton energy

Ek = E, - J
,dE(x),

where E = the energy of the proton emerging from the target

f = absorber foil in front of detector
2

x_ = the foil thickness (18 mg/cm )

As the foil was thin we have assumed ( ' ') to be independent of x.

Thus

dx (U.U.2)

x = the reaction depth in the target

x
y = cos8

9 = l8o - 0, where 0 is the reaction angle

E_ = the proton energy after the reaction at depth x in

the target

t = the target

p = the proton

E2 = f(E1) (k.k.3)

E1 = the deuteron energy at depth x

f(E..) = A function due to the kinematics of the reaction
1 K(d,p )15N,calculated by the computer code KIKEMA 1 2 )

x ,„/ > d
dx (k.k.U)

E = bombarding deuteron energy

d = deuteron



O A

The expressions (U.U.I), (U.U.2), (U.U.3) and (U.U.U) give:

dE(E3) P

When depths expressed in pm were calculated we had to assume a density

to get numerical values for — . We chose p = 1.2 g/cm . Note that the
2

use of ym for the depth instead of mg/cm is preferable only when

metric units are required.

The relation between the deposited energy in the solid state detector and

the channel number in the spectra was assumed to be linear in the region

of interest. The relation between channel number z and depth x is described

by a parabola (U.U.I).

x = f-A + f-B z + f-c [U.U.6)

which was calculated from a least square fit of values derived with U.U.5.

The largest deviation from a parabola was about 0.2 ym. The counts from

depth x to x + Ax were summed up into one channel were Ax is the wanted

depth width. This was done by chosing f such that Ax=l. The interval

x to x+1 then means the channel x in the depth scale which corresponds to

channel -z. to z+Az in the energy scale where neither z nor Az are integer

numbers. The summation of counts was carried out by a computer code
16;

COMPRE which used the parameters f'A, f'B and f'C as input values.

The channel contents near the boundary between different depth regions were

divided linearly as the energy resolution was higher than the

structure seen in the spectra and the relation between energy and depth

was almost linear in small depth regions like Ax.
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Depth resolution

To access the depth resolution we first calculated the energy

resolution. We have used the Bohr theory for energy straggling
13)

where

V « Inr •
o

„ _ the standard deviation of a Gaussian energy

distribution (FWHM/2.355)

Z = atomic number of projectile

Z_ = atomic number of target atoms

N = number of atoms/volume unit

AR = penetrated thickness of the sample

(U.5.D

This expression was shown to be valid inr the actual energy region

for light elements ̂  _

The total energy resolution SI was calculated as a square sum of all

contributions

2 2 ? 2
SI = K i n : + LSI.

i 1 i J

where the first term is due to contributions from deuteron energy straggling

and the second term is the proton energy straggling.

SI-, = the beam resolution after the analyzing magnet

fi._p = the energy straggling in the monitoring carbon foil
2

(20 ug/cm )

ft. = the energy straggling in the sample of the bombarding

deuterons

Sl-_, = the proton energy straggling in the sample

Sl-~ a the proton energy straggling in the absorber foils

(18 mg/cm2, PVC)

Q._. * the energy spread due to the finite angular

resolution of each detector (« ±5°) (FWHM)

SI., - the detector energy resolution



and
dEI> ]

K = —"^ ; calculated with the computer code KINEMA

In our energy region K is found to be

approximately 0.95-

Table U.5.1 give the values for each ft. ..
1 »J

Table U.5.1

Type

Depth in the

target (um)

AE (FWHM)

(keV)
•-

- 0

0

i =5

100

71

200

99

0

0

j = !

i 00

71

t

:200

i 99
1

-

90

j = 3

-

20

•

-

2b

Thus

and

ntot(o
tot

tot

» 95 keV (FWHM)

(100 yn)« lUo keV

(200 165 keV

It is notable that ft in expression U.S.l does no\ depend on the energy.

Converting these values to depth resolution (Sect k.k) we have

Ax(0)=6ym, Ax(100)=8ym and Ax(200)=5um. This is in good agreement with

Fig 2 in ref .9.. In Sect 5-5.3 the contribution to the depth uncertainty

due to abnormal shapes or locations of grains with respect to the

defined scattering angle is treated.

U.6. Statistics and errors

The described technique was tested on a larger material

of grains,in order to determine its applicability for plant breeding

purposes (Sect 2.2). Two types of information can be obtained.

1. Information about how the nitrogen content is varying as a function

of depth in grains from different varieties, positions in the

heads and from different treatment of the plants (Sect ^.6.1)
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2. Information about whether the nitrogen depth distribution measured

for a grain is a measure of the quality of the grain, suitable for

selection in plant breeding (Sect U.6.2).

U.6.1 Data reduction

As the measurement produced 300 depth channels,in each grain, to be

analyzed an important task was to investigate if depth channels

could be summed and thus data reduced without losing interesting

information. This was done by a rotated factor pattern analysis

where factors constructed as linear combination of different depths

were looked'for. Combinations which explain the largest fractions of

the variances of the nitrogen depth distributions in the given

groups of grains were listed. As an example of this kind of analysis,

where the input number of depth channels were reduced to 18,data

from the present experiment are shown in Tables U.6.1 and U.6.2.

In the example, wheat graLis of the varieties Jufy 1 and Prins were

considered. The grains were early harvested and treated with high nitrogen

application.

Table k.6.1 The relative capability of each factor (depth region) to explain

the variance of nitrogen contents within the given group of grains.

Note that the described group was composed of grains from 15

different positions in the head, and thus when the nitrogen

depth distribution as a function of position in the head is

wanted, the factors first listed are likely to give all information.

Factor

Portion of

total variance (%)

Accumu1ated port ion

78

78

1

.3

.3

2

15.1

93.4

3

96

3

A

.9

4

1.3

98.2

0

98

5

.6

.8

6

0.

99.

5

3

0

99

7

.2

.6

8

0.1

99.8



T a b l e

D

e

P

t

h

T h e c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t o f t h e n i t r o g e n c o n t e n t i n a

g i v e n c h a n n e l w i t h t h e s e l e c t e d w e i g h t e d l i n e a r c o m b i n a t i o n

o f n i t r o g e n c o n t e n t s i n c h a n n e l s d e f i n i n g a g i v e n f a c t o r .

C h a n n e l

e n e r g y

2

3

5

6

7

•3

o

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

F a c t o r 1

c o r c o e f f

0 . 9 9 5

0 . 9 9 5

0 . 9 9 7

0 . 9 9 5

0 . 9 9 3

0 . 9 9 4

0 . 9 9 3

0 . 9 8 3

0 . 9 3 3

0 . 9 3 0

0 . 9 7 5

0 . 8 7 5

0 . 8 5 2

0 . 7 2 5

- 0 . 0 1 3

0 . 0 5 0

0 . 1 3 3

F a c t o r 2

c o r c o e f f

0 . u 1 6

0 . 0 1 2

0 . 0 1 3

0 . 0 3 2

0 . 0 6 5

0 . 0 3 7

0 . 0 4 6

0 . 0 8 4

0 . 0 6 3

0 . 0 9 4

0. 1 14

0.349

0.365

0.51 1

0.944

0.948

0.444

Factor 3

cor coeff

0.071

0.063

0.048

0.065

0.060

0.060

0.068

0.071

0.063

0.059

0.049

0.055

0.053

0.075

0.133

0.219

| 0.886

Factor 4

c o r c o e f f

0 . 0 0 9

0 . 0 0 9

0 . 0 1 4

0 . 0 3 0

0 . 0 1 4

0 . 0 4 4

0 . 0 4 4

0 . 0 5 7

0 . 0 5 7

0 . 0 9 1

0 . 1 3 1

0 . 1 3 7

0 . 1 0 7

| 0 . 4 3 2

0 . 1 8 5

- 0 . 1 6 9

0 . 0 1 5

R e s u l t s a n d c o n c l u s i o n s f r o m t h i s k i n d o f a n a l y s i s a r e g i v e n i n S e c t 6 . 2 .

A n o t h e r b a s i s f o r d a t a r e d u c t i o n w a s t h e l o c a t i o n o f p o s i t i o n s i n t h e

h e a d w h i c h d i d n o t g i v e s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t n i t r o g e n

d e p t h d i s t r i b u t i o n s . F i g U . 6 . 1 s h o w s t h e

t y p e o f p l o t s u s e d . T h e s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n s a n d t h u s t h e e r r o r s i n t h e

m e a n v a l u e s w e r e l a r g e , p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t h e c a s e o f e a r l y h a r v e s t e d g r a i n s .

D a t a f r o m d i f f e r e n t p o s i t i o n s i n t h e h e a d w e r e a l s o c o m p a r e d b y d i v i d i n g

t h e m e a s u r e d n i t r o g e n d e p t h d i s t r i b u t i o n s w i t h e a c h o t h e r , e x p e c t i n g

a h o r i z o n t a l s t r a i g h t l i n e w i t h t h e v a l u e 1 i f t h e t w o g r o u p s d i d n o t

d i f f e r s i g n i f i c a n t l y ( F i g h . G . 2 . a ) .
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In this work we have chosen to present the results with the type of

plots shown in Fig U.6.2 a, where different pairs of parameters were

compared holding all others fixed.

The relevant measures for one group of grains with certain features,

when normally distributed (Sect 5.10), are the mean value with its

error and the standard deviation. The probable error in the mean value

was used as a measure of the error. The error is defined by
s

s- = —- • 0.67^5 where s = the standard deviation

x = mean value of x

n = number of grains

This error mean that x is determined with a confidence interval of 50 per cent,

The following relations were used for estimates of standard deviations

due to the number of counts in one channel (A)

s. = AA = /Ä

When channel contents A and B were added

A(A + B) + (AB)

When channel contents A and B were divided

A

Integrated y peak areas and errors were derived with least scuare fits to

a parabolic background using the code CEP -* .

When subtraction of contributions from interfering

elements (Sect U.I and k.2) and elimination of the energy iependence of the

cross section of the (d,p) reaction (Sect I».3), were done, the same

correction spectra were used throughout the whole analysis. The errors

associated with these spectra gave rise to only systematic errors in the



final iert:: distributions. A ietaiie.i description of these problems are given

in Section ;:•. Trie .statistical errors in t :ie correction spectra are most

likely less than the errors introduced in the flour grinling procedure.

Furthermore a number of assumptions (Sects :*.l and !+..:} about the distributions and

relative content öf interfering elements gave fairly large uncertainties

in the average nitrogen contents derived. These effects are depth

dependent,and as seen in Sect 5.6,the depth region below 120 ym cannot

be used to derive any reliable information on the nitrogen contents.

On the other hand,these problems are much smaller in situations where

the relative changes of nitrogen concentrations as a function of depth

are studied. The reasons for variations within groups with the same treatment

were mainly the following (a, b, cl and c2).

a. The limited counting statistics within a studied depth region.

The number of counts in the depth region studied was typically UOO

with the depth channel of 15 pm chosen. Thus the statistical error

in the nitrogen content per depth channel was 5 per cent. This number

was not significantly increased by the applied corrections. There was

an additive uncertainty from the depth conversion technique described

in Section h.k but this was negligible.

b. The limited counting statistics within the gamma peak used for the

normalization.

The statistical error in the ynormalization peak area was 10 per cent.

This number can easily be improved either by increasing the solid angle

of the Ge(Li) detector, using more than one y peak or the integrated sum

of counts withrn the particle spectrum in an energy region dominated by
12

contributions from the (d,p) reaction in C (Sect 5-8). Such a procedure

would, however, probably increase the systematic error as the region

mentioned has contributions from other elements as well. Often in the

analysis a comparison of different depth regions was made and in this

case there were no uncertainties due to the normalization.
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The contribution to the standard deviation from these two sources was thus

approximately 11 per cent in the absolute nitrogen content and 7 per cent

in the relative nitrogen content in a grain. When this last measure was

obtained from two regions approximately 25 \m each the error reduced to

t> %. For a group of grains these figures are smaller with a factor /n

where n is the number of grains in the group.

cl. Differences in treatment, e g mounting of the grains, storing the

grains in vacuum etc.

The only parameter investigated in some detail was the mounting of the grains

(Sect 5-5)• It is likely that an additional uncertainty of a few per cent was

introduced by the mounting procedure.

c2. Differences of environmental nature when the grains are grown.

None of these parameters were studied in the present study. The discussion

about the importance of the weight of the grains to the measurements (Sect 5.T)

gives some idea about the uncertainties due to this parameters mentioned in c2.

We chose to compare the uncertainty estimated from a and b with the

weighted mean standard deviation for groups of grains with equivalent treatment

for the whole material of early and late harvested grains respectively.

For this standard deviation we used the following expression:

Z(n.-l)-s? E(x.-x.)2

- i , 2 j J

s = w T\ where s. = ;
E(n.-l) i n.-l

i = 1-120 treatment index

j = 1-10 index of individual grain

n. = number of grains in a treatment

All contributions under a, b and c above added up to the measured standard

deviation in the nitrogen contents. In Sect 6.2 we discuss the relative

amplitude of these contributions.
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I».6.2 Individual behaviour of a grain

One approach in plant breeding is to make a selection of individual

grains. There are difficulties to find a relevant basis for selection

for further cultivation. One problem is to keep the errors,in the

quantity measured»low compared to expected magnitude of the differences.

The only relevant contributions to the standard deviation were from a, b

were from a, b ande (Sect U.6.1) as the groups of

grains normally regarded in this experiment were genetically homogeneous.

Thus again as in Sect U.6.1 it was of interest to measure the weighed

mean of the standard deviations within groups of grains of the same

treatment.

Fig U.6.3 shows a constructed case with two varieties of wheat (for

simplicity). The selection problem will be to comprimize

between the desire to sample as many grains for further breeding as

possible and to keep the number of genetically desired grains relative

those not desired,as high as possible, i e to chose the selection

criterium R regarding the area A,+A_ (in Fig U.6.3) compared to the

ratio A-./A- of areas A. and A_.



5 TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE METHOD

5.1 Choice of beam energy

There were three main factors to consider when the beam energy was chosen.

The deuterons induced reactions in other elements, than nitro-

gen, which gave contributions in the spectra interfering with

the nitrogen distribution. This problem can be avoided to some part by

choosing such a low deutercn energy that the cross sections for heavier

elements are suppressed due to the Coulomb barrier. The

second factor which influenced the choice of beam energy was the desire to

reach as far as possiblt into the grain, i.e. to use a high deuteron

energy. The situation was further complicated by the fact that the elemental

composition and distributions of heavier elements in the grain studied were

not known. With the information available when the experiment was started an

"ansatz" energy of 6 MeV was chosen.

A factor which restricted a more careful investigation of these aspects

was the desire to use the available detectors of the laboratory. The

six silicon detectors, used for proton detection, had 1000 um depletion

depth. The range of 11.6 MeV protons,produced by the 6 MeV deuterons,is
I1*)

900 um . Thus a considerable increase of beam energy was not be con-

sidered with these detectors.
I

I

5.2 Choiqe of beam intensity
I

5.2.1 The biological effect of irradiation

2*0An earlier experiment at the TLU has shown that the risk for fatal

damage to the irradiated grains is small when the beam spot is carefully

positioned i.e. as far as possible from the embryo. Thus the technique can

be considered as nondestructive. This position was, however, not ideal due

to the shape of the wheat grains analyzed as it was found in a test experi-

ment that the flattest part of the grains gave the most consistent results

on nitrogen depth distributions (Sect. 5.5). The effects of radiation

damage for the chosen position should be studied in future experiments

with the (d,p) technique.



; .-.2 Consequences for the analysis

The irradiation of a thick insulator can cause a number of problems diffi-

cult to determine. The heat excess in the sample, due to the h-;i- [~: _.:::•;•:

would be possible to calculate if the heat conductivity and the heat capa-

city of the target vere known. This is not the case and one haj to take a

further number of unknown parameters into consideration, e.g. the local

behaviour of the irradiated spot, the degree of sample r:, i.-z ar-j, t:.v

charge distribution in the beam, the change of the heat conductivity and

capacity during irradiation etc. For these reasons we chose other ways to

control the burning effects.

The problem vas separated into two questions:

a) What happens immediately with the irradiated volume?

b) What happens during a longer time, comparable tc that efthe analysis time?

The choice of a given analysis time is, of course, to obtain enough infemrj.-

tion to resolve relevant structures in nitrogen distributions. For this reasor.

it is impossible, in principle, to identify burning effects of the same

magnitude as the structures we are looking for in much shorter irradiation

tines using only one irradiated spot. When it is not possible to use several

targets with the same information, question a) can only be answered either

using some othermethoi, orty irradiating a large number of grains in very

short sequences, for instance less than 1 s each, and sum the information

from all these grains. This laborious test was not performed MJ VC- ::-X-\

no grounds to suspect this problem to be large.

Question b) va:; investigated in two ways:

1) Several separate runs on the same spot were made and distortion of the

spectra as function of accumulated dose was studied (Fig. 5.2.1).

2) The burning effect was tested for 8.0 nA and lower currents with a given

demand on statistics. The beam diameter was 1.5 mm. The :\7tz\s* :;rot ,;' *,':.>:•

grain wa.; first irradiated with 0.5 nA, then vith the br-am current t:-. he

investigated and again with 0.5 nA. The time of all three

runs was adjusted to give the required counting statistics. The first and

the third spectra were divided with each other, giving a ratio v ; • r.'jrgy

spectrum which wa:; a horizontal line when no burning effect wa:; :;•„•'.•;..

The same technique was used for 0.5 nA as well. This kind of teat ha.- been

performed with 0.5f 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, U.O and 8.0 nA (Fig. 5.2.2).



TJ~ to - . . nA no sign it" i-an c turning effects, luring the short irradiation

ti-e used in the experiment, »vr-; present »except in the depth region of

C--<!••- us. It is inportant,though,that the grains are treated vith care, i.e.

freeze dried ar.d kept in vacuum before irradiation otherwise effects are

seen at s&alier bean currents i^ig. 5.2..c and d).

A long sequential burning test vas also perforsed on the targets of vheat

flour, used in the analysis {Fig. 5-2.1). There vere nc signifi-

cant effects at the beam intensity used ',;.5 nA).

5.3 The choice of solid angle

The choice of solid angle in the detector system vas a question of optimi-

zation cf a number of parameters like analysis tine, counting rates,

scattering angle, angular resolution, cost of equipment and cocpiexity cf

analysis. These parameters vor-f not easily comparable. We give a short

discussion on the relative importance of these parameters.

1. Analysis time

It was of course important to keep the analysis tine short as thousands of

samples were studied. At r.ost an analysis tine of a fev r.ir.utes per sanrle

was considered acceptable.

2. Counting rates

Counting rates were limited to a few thousand pulses per so?oni so that

electronic pileup was kept under control. The question of pileup will re

described in detail in Sect. 5-^.

3. Scattering angle

The energy dependence of the scattering angle is lowest at large scattering
o

angles with a minimum at lcO . Also the offsets from irregular sample sur-

faces have a minimum at 13"' . Consequently ,a large backward angle was chosen.

•i. Angular resolution

The energy resolution i.' a function of angular resolution ini tho ivr*,;.

resolution is, in turn,a functiori of the energy rpsilution. Thus tho in-

creased solid angle achiev*:;i by r.oving .iotcctors closer to the ."fur.pl-.> or by

using extremely largo d^ttctors .ir-toriorrvfjs icpth resolution. Thin ir, not

the ca>e when the incroa:>. L;; n̂ hi'.-ved vy th" xr.r- cf .I'-voral -ietectorr.,

[dac.'d at th;: r.am'3 "c.-itv.-ririi* ".nf.lr -ir troato-i roraritvly in -i.'Lta



r.ai.älint* and analysis.

-ost ef equipment

Avs.liable equipment of the laboratory was used as extensively as possible.

The P2P-15 computer had four ADC-interfaces with a routing unit with eight

input channels. There were eight 1000 pm detectors and a complete set of

electronic modules for eight detectors available.

6. Complexity of analysis

Using more than one common scattering angle would mean that all energy

spectra had to be converted to depth spectra before summation of data from

the different detectors and thus introduce a large extra complexity of the

data handling on the relatively slow and small PDP-15 computer.

With these parameters in mind,155 scattering angle was chosen and we have

decided to keep an angular precision of approximately ± 5 , one common

scattering angle and maximum eight detectors in the system. As we wanted to

use a charged particle detector and a Ge(Li) detector for monitoring pur-

poses six detectors were chosen for detection of the emerging protons. All

these detectors vere placed 6 cm from the target (Fig. 3.1.1). Using
2

six detectors with detecting areas of 100 mm each, this geometry gave a

total solid angle of 0.108 sr.

5.'+ Pileup effects

All relevant pileup effects in this experiment were restricted to electronic

pileup ir the linear amplifiers and in the mixing unit which was necessary

to use in connection with the routing unit (Fig. 3-5-1)• The latter pileup

was eliminated with the use of the electronic arrangement shown in Fig. 3.5.1-

The pileup from the linear amplifiers was not trivial to reduce electroni-

cally, ai.v.iough there were a number of conventional methods for pileup re-

jection, "hey seemed to be designed for situations ingamm.i-ray spectroscopy

wher<-- the shaping time in the amplifier was long and the pileup rejection was

efficier.:. even when the time resolution of the pileup rejector was not better

than of the order of 0.1 ps. In our case the energy resolution was not cri-

tical and we used shaping times of 0.25 ys. For further electronic pileup

rejec :ion a system with preferably better time resolution than 0.1 ps was

needed. This was not impossible to achieve but this problem was solved in

an easier way by the use of foils in front of the detectors (Sect. 5-U.2).



5.^.1 The pileup effect due to |3-paricles from radioactive decay

During the experiment the deuteron beam created a number of radioactive

nuclides, like N, C and 0, in the samples. From these and other iso-

topes large 6-decay background was seen at energies less than 1.7 MeV

as the 3-particles penetrated the absorber foils. These g-particles gave

such high counting rates in the low-energy region that the pileup contribu-

tion in the energy region up to 6.3 MeV was considerable. (6.3 MeV corre-

sponded to a depth of 220 ym when absorber foils were used.)

These contributions might be reduced by introducing strong permanent magnets in

front of the detectors, which deflect the electrons, with-

out significant influence on the protons, alphas or deuterons. We

regard this as necessary in this experiment as the depth region finally

available for study did not contain these contributions.

5.U.2 Pileup effect from elastically scattered deuterons

The high cross section for elastic scattering yielded a high counting rate in

the low-energy region up to 3.8 MeV. Signals from this region added with

signals from the energy region up to 6 MeV gave a pileup contribution in the

region of interest (Fig. 5.^.1). The relative effect of the pileup contri-

bution is shown in Fig. 5.^.3. To reduce this contribution we placed polyvinyl
o

chloride (PVC) foils (18 mg/cm ) in front of each detector to absorb all low-

energy deuterons up to k MeV, i.e. all elastically scattered deuterons from

oxygen, carbon and nitrogen. By this arrangement also all a-paricles up to

12 MeV energy were stopped. The reduction of pileup can be seen by comparison

of Fig. It. 1.1 with Fig. '•j.h.l.

5.5 Asymmetry

i.5.1 The shape of grain;

When comparing two grains, it is necessary to define the volume , to be

analyzed, where the nitrogen distribution is expected to be the same for

grains grown with the :jame treatment. This is difficult enough, even if all grain:

as;;uir.ed to be identical in shape. In fact the grains differed both in size



and shape. The properties investigated in this experiment were probably

correlated to these differences. It vas not known, however, to which extent.

It was possible to investigate the nitrogen depth distribution as a function

of weight, ror this reason all grains were weighed, but it seemed difficult

to parameterize the shape of the grains. Shape variations were regarded as one

source of standard deviation in the material without further investigation.

Excluding grains of abnormal shape is a questionable procedure as geneti-

cally interesting features might depend on the shape and at a genetical

selection in plant breeding undesired quality changes might be introduced.

5.5.2 Grain positioning

Regardless a grain was symmetric or not a positioning of the grain relative

to the beam away from the desired position gave distorted information (Fig.

5.5.1). To see how sensitive the measurements were to this effect, we have

irradiated and analyzed a number of grains two and,at a few occasions,even

three different positions on the grain. The positions chosen were:

A. A central position approximately 120° away from the embryo.

B. A position 2 mm further down.

C. A central position approximately 60 away from the embryo.

To get a measure of reproducibility we have divided spectra from one run with

spectra from the same grain in another run. If the results were independent

of position the distirubtion of these ratios would scatter slightly with a

standard deviation equal to the expected due to counting statistics. As large

energy regions were summed in this case, 100 or 70 channels, respectively, the

•jxpected standard deviation is negligible « 1 %. We have defined the following

o for this test:

•wb:;orvable I depth 170 - depth 95 pm

Observable II depth 95 - depth 20 urn

Observable III depth region I divided by depth region II.

Observables I and II gave only information about the reproducibility when

nitrogen contents were measured.Observable III was a measure, hopefully, corre-

lated to protein quality or distribution. Table 5.5.1 summarizes the results

from this test.



Table ..1

Compared
positions

A and B

A and C

B and C

Observable

I

I I

I I I

I

I I

I I I

I

I I

I I I

Number of
grains

S 4

S 4

53

26

27

27

1+1

1+1+

1+1+

Mean of
ratio de-
fined in
the text

1.32

1.26

0.98

1.50

1.1+7

1.03

1.11

1.09

1.08

Relat ive
variance

31

26

12

33

37

13

1+0

1+3

17

Standard
error in
mean

O.OU

0.03

0.01

0.07

0.07

0.02

0.0U

0.05

0.02

Correla-
tion co-
efficient

0.18

0.23

0.31

0.12

-0.08 •

0.22

0.63

0.56

0.31

From this table we can note that the measured mean values for observable I and II

are significantly higher than 1 and that the standard deviations are high

(> 25 %). Observable III, however, gave much more consistent results (Fig. 5.5-2).

The fact that observable III was better than I and II indicated that either the

normalization procedure was poor, contradicted in section 5.3, or that diffe-

rent locations of the grain were more likely to have uniform nitrogen depth

distribution than equal nitrogen content. The reason for the correlation co-

efficients to be much higher in the case where position B is divided with

position C was that those two runs included grains with both high and low nitro-

gen content due to different nitrogen application. The relative standard

deviation (10-20 fo)was an upper limit for the reproducibility of this technique.

It is, though, not likely that typical misplacements of grains were of this

magnitude (2 mm).

5.5.3 The measured asymmetry

Rather often the six detectors gave quite different information from the same

grain, in spite of our intent ion to place them symmetrically. Thin

was due to the different path length of the protons through the grain after

the reaction (Fig. 5.5.1). This effect was measured during the whole experi-

ment, where a number for tho asymmetry (A) van defined in the following way



Horizontally/:
nor

Vertically: A
ver

h h \

I IS(l,i) - I IS(i+,i) •' -2-100

_ _

I IS(l,i) + I IS(U,i) (5.5.1)

h h h h

I IS(2,i) + I IS(3,i) - Z IS(5,i) - I IS(6,i) 1-2-100

h h h

I IS(2,i) + T IS(3,i) + Z

h

IS(5,i) + I IS(6,i]

where 1 = low-energy limit for the region where asymmetry is analyzed

h = high-energy limit for the region where asymmetry is analyzed

IS = the matrix holding the 102U word energy spectra from the six

detectors

i = index indicating channels in energy spectra

and 1,2,3,^,5 and 6 are numbers indicating the positions of the detectors

in the detector holder (Fig. 2.1.2).

Using this definition of asymmetry we calculated the mean value and the pro-

bable error in the mean of horizontal asymmetry for the three positions A, B

and C defined in Sect. 5.5.2:

ÄA - -1 ± 3

ÄB = 18 ± 2

Ä = 25 ± 3

The result indicated that it was easier to gain better positioning at position

A, which was chosen in this experiment, than B and C. This might be due to the

fact that the ocular inspection of the grain position was done with respect

to position A as the choice was done before this test.

It is possible to gain some understanding about the magnitude of influence

on the nitrogen depth distribution from this effect by regarding the case

where the grain is assumed to be cylindrically symmetric. The notation-, are de-

fined in the following.



1.5

b = the distance between the symmetrical axis regarding the detector

system,and the incoming beam

r = the grain radius

x = the deuteron path length in the grain

y = the longer path length of protons in the grain (left proton in Fig. 5.5-1)

y_ = the shorter path length of protons in the grain

K = dEp/dE, the relative energy change of the deuteron and proton due to the

kinematics of the (d,p) reaction

y+ = y_ = y when b = 0

x = x when b = 0

The expected change in energy corresponding to reaction depth x when b f 0

dE, dE.
AE+ K 2

dx

dE
dx

the stopping powers for the averages of energies in the regions E(x) to

E(xQ) and E(y+) to E(yQ).

The results are presented in table 5.5.2 below, where AX+ are the corresponding

depth differences to AE+

Table 5.5-2 r=2 mm is assumed

depth

b

AX+

AX_

x (pm)

(mm)

(um)

(pra)

0

5

2

.5

1*0

1

55

0

0

1U

1+

100

.5 1

38

1



Table 5-5-3 shows the means and standard deviations of asymmetries for diffe-

rent groups of grains (see also Fig. 5.5-3) • Notation is as follows:

h = horizontal

v = vertical

Eh = early harvest and high nitrogen application

LI = late harvest and low nitrogen application

Lh = late harvest and high nitrogen application

s = standard deviation

Table 5-5-3

Type A^ {%)

All 1* ± 1

Eh 17 ± 1

LI 0 ± 2

Lh U ± 1

s. (%) ; A V {%)

2k

22

26

2k

26 ± 1*

_*

31 ± 1

23 ± 1

12

_*

11*

9

* When the early harvested unripe grains were studied, we had to elevate the

grains,2 mm,as they were smaller than the ripe grains analyzed. In this posi-

tion the two lowest placed detectors 5 and 6 were shielded and no vertical

asymmetry could be measured.

From Table 5-5-3 we only note that early harvested grains were asymmetrically

analyzed at an average. This might be due to a systematic error when mounting

these small and often deformed grains. This effect

would be reduced when looking at the median value instead of the mean value

as the distribution of asymmetries was slightly asymmetric itself (Fig. 5-5-3).

In order to get a criterion for excluding those grains which were mounted

extremely asymmetric we made a number of plots like Fig. 5.5.1». in these there

was no evidence found for any magnitude of horizontal asymmetry to influence

the measured nitrogen content in any interesting depth region. We chose, how-

ever, an upper limit in vertical asymmetry of 70 %• We found some evidence

for extreme distorsions in nitrogen depth distributions to be coupled to hori-

zontal asymmetries greater than 1*0 % so we used ko % as an upper limit of

acceptance.



To check these limits on asymmetries we calculated the mean standard deviations

in groups of grains with the same treatment and in the same position in the

head. This was done both for the ripe and unripe grains and for different

levels of asymmetry accepted. Table 5•5»'* summarizes the results. Notation:

E = July 2b and L = September 6 or 13, S = the mean standard deviation.

Table 5-5.1»

'Depth region Limit to Limit to
j (pm) ' horizontal vertical
i | asymmetry asymmetry

(± (±

Date of
harvest

i 70 - 95 1*0

1*0

1*0

1*0

10

10

70

30

30

30

1*7.6

19.3

1*7.6

18.9

37.0

18.1*

26.8

19.2

E

L

E

L

E

L

E

L

70 - 95

divided by

1*0

1*0 70

20.U

9.7

E

L

95 - 120 1*0

i 1*0

10

10

*(-l)to(+l

(-l)to(+l

30

30

0)

0) 30

20.1*

9.7

20.0

9.7

18.9
9-3

E

L

L

E

L

* This interval was used, because the mean value of horizontal asymmetries

was 1* % (Tabls 5.5.3).

The only case where any significant improvement was obtained when the accep-

tance limit on horizontal asymmetry for early harvested grains was lowered.

This improvement was not considered important enough as a decrease if the

number of grains is a prerequisite.



5.0 Interfering elements

Table 5.6.1 gives the average abundance of elements in wheat and barley.

Table 5.6.1 Abundance of elements in weight percentage

E1ement

Jufy 1 + Prins

low N

Jufy 1 + Prins !)

h igh N

Swed ish average

wheat 2 )

Swedish average

barley 2 )

H

6.2

6.2

-

-

c

42.2

42.8

-

-

N • 0 Mg

I.I

2.6

1.8

1.6

42.8 -

40.2' -

- ,o.n

- 0.12
i

Si

0.063)

0.363)

P

0.44

0.34

0.35

0.33

S

0.10

0.22

0.12

0.12

Cl

0.06

0.0Ö

0.07

O.I

K

0.43

0.51

0.4

0.4

Ca

0.09

0. 1 1

0.05

0.05

Fe

-

-

0.01

0.01

1) Measurements on grains from this experiment were done at "Statens Lantbruks-

kemiska laboratorium", the Agricultural University, Uppsala.

2) 0 Svanberg, ref 20)

3) H Leberle, ref 21)

Table 5.6.2 presents the Q-values and maximum proton energies for

the (d,p) reaction in the expected interfering isotopes. A large number of

isotopes contributed to the number of counts in the energy region of interest.

The interfering isotopes added up to more than 1 weight per cent of the grain.

In the energy region around 6 MeV we do not expect radical differences in the

(d,p) cross section for the involved elements. Many of the reactions in these

isotopes leave excited daughter products,with low excitation energies,and thus

contributions from these added up in our energy region. In principle simulation

of spectra of interfering elements is easy to obtain from runs on targets with

known abundance of elements (Sect l*.l). We have decided to treat this subject

in the following ways.



Table 5.6.2

Isotope

12C

13C

15N

160

1 70

18Q

2uMg
25Mg
26Mg
28Si
29Si
30Si

31p

33S

Relative
abundance
in wheat
(weight %)

U2

O.U

1-3

0.01

Ul

0.02

0.1

0.11

0.01

0.01

0.06

0.003

0.002

o.U

O.lU

0.001

Q-value
(MeV)

2.72

5.95

8.61

0.26

1.72

5.82

1.73

5.10

8.87
4.22

6.25

8.39

U.37

5.71

6.U2

9.20

Maximum
p-energy >
(d,p)
reaction»
6 MeV d
(MeV)

6.12

9.08

11.59

U.U2

5.77

9.53

5.98

9.U0

13.02

8.75
10.7U

12.80

9.07

10.37

11.07

13. 7U

Corresponding
depth from
ll*N(d,p0)

15N
(ym)

>225

150

0

>225

>225

130

>225

135

<0

165

6o

<o

150

8o

35

<0

Isotope

3"s
36S

3 5 C 1

37C1
39K

40K*

"°Ca
42Ca

^Ca
44Ca

^Ca

"Fe
56Fe

57Fe

b8Fe

Relative
abundance
in wheat
(weight %)

O.OOD

10"

0.05

0.01

0.5

lo-1*

o.oU

0.1

0.0006

lo-1»

0.002

10"6

0.0006

0.009

0.0002

io-5

Q-value
(MeV)

U.76

2.20

6.35

3.89

5.58

7.87

5.31

6.1U

5.70

e.9i
5.20

5.06

7.07

5.U2

7.82

U.36

Maximum
p-energy,
(d.p)
reaction,
6 MeV d
(MeV)

9.59

7.22

11.12

8.85

10.50

12.72

10.29

11.06

10.69

13.79

10.26

10.16

12.23

10.66

13.00

9.66

Corresponding
depth from
1!*N(d,po)

15N
(vim)

175

>225

35

215

75
<0

85

35

90

<0

130

135

<0

95

0

170



The technique to subtract C-contributions was presented in detail in Sect

h.l. The importance of subtraction of C is illustrated in Fig 5.6.1.

5-o.2 Silicon

In the hull of barley grains an extreme concentration of silicon has been

observed '" . In Fig 5.6.2 we can observe the (d,p) peaks from reactions

in a thin SiO target. As we can see,a number of peaks occur in the interesting

region. To demonstrate the problem,we have also taken a spectrum from the hull

of a barley grain.

This situation can be handled in a number of ways. One way would be to peel

the barley grains.We tried with success to do so, both with the use of sulphuric

acid and by just moistening the grains in pure water. We did not, however, show

that the relevant information stayed independent of these treatments. It is

possible that soluble amino acids left the interesting depth region. This has

to be investigated in future studies. A device based on a purely mechanical

peeling, in principle a cutter, to cut away an equidistant layer of the hull

might be possible to use for peeling.

With a more powerful computer system,available,such as the future computer

equipment at the TLU (PDP 11/60 for data acquisition and a VAX-11 for offline

analysis) it would be possible to numerically subtract the silicon contribu-

tion, as the peak structure is seen also in spectra from intact grains (Fig

5.6,3). To further prove that the problem is restricted to the hull,of barley

grains,we have done PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission) measurements. The

results shown in Fig 5.6.U confirmed that the large abundance

of Si is restricted to the hull of the barley grains.

Due to the problems which arose with the silicon in the hull of barley grains

we concentrated on problems associated to wheat, and left the investigation

of barley for the time being.

S.b.3 Other interfering elements

The exact abundance of all interfering elements is not possible to measure,

for all grains,with any simple and fast technique, even less their depth



distribution. This fact sets a limit to the precision of the present

technique. We chose to estimate the contribution from interfering elements

by comparing spectra from homogeneous melamine and ground flour targets of

grains (see Sect k.2). In Fig 5.6.5°necan compare one simulation of a

spectrum from interfering elements and one obtained by the mentioned tech-

nique using flour targets. The simulation did not include all possible ele-

ments »for instance Mg and Fe. The spectra are in fair agreement. The inter-

fering elements were assumed homogeneously distributed,i e in the case of

Si in the hull of barley this method would not be relevant. We have recently

found evidence that the assumption of the homogeneous distribution of inter-
22)

fering elements was unsatisfactory. J J C Hinton has shown,in four types of

wheat, that from the aleuron layer the proportion of ash is a factor 8.1-

9.2 greater than from the whole grain. This means,that there is a high concen-

tration of interfering elements in the aleuron layer (« 3^ um thick ' ).

Assuming the seed coat to be 33 Vim with a density of 1.2 g/cra as the

whole grain, we estimated the extra contribution to the spectra from the

interfering elements situated in the aleuron layer (Fig 5.6.6). One can

see that down to a depth of 120 ym the effect of the aleuron layer contri-

bution did not influence the nitrogen depth distribution significantly.

Several problems have to be solved before a reliable subtraction can be made

in the depth region 120 to 225 ym. The distribution of K, P, S, Mg etc has

to be studied as a function of mass per area (mg/cm ) or as a function of

deptn (um) in combination with the density versus depth.

We have doubts about the possibility to overcome the problem with the high concent-

ration of interfering elements in the aleuron layer without considerable changes

in the technique, but there are a number of ideas which could be tried.

If an accurate knowledge on the constituents of the aleuron layer is avail-

able and if it proves to be predictable for most grains the problem might

be partly solved. Assuming that the bran thickness (including aleuron layer)

is well known, PIXE measurements,made simultaneously with the (d,p) measure-

ments, might be possible to use for the determination of the content of inter-

fering elements such as phosphorus or potassium. This combined technique is

outlined by Amten et al

One might be able to use a corresponding technique by looking; at yrays from

excited states created by the (d,n), (d,p) or (d,a) reactions. However, the

y detection efficiency has to be increased drastically compared to that used



in Z:.i.; experiment. Both these online techniques will prci.:î ly r^:uire con-

rlieat.d simulation and correction computer codes. This is, hov-ver, not n.

;-rjL len vit:: the new computer setup at the TLl". A large nuxber cf investif-s-

ti.jr.j has :J be made in order to reach the point c:" d-_-c i ji._>:. for or sran.Jt

these ideas .

Two more examples of solutions for further studies:

The y-detector could be run in coincidence vith a particle detector to

j-iect the first excited state of 'il, however, ever, vith very lar^e

v-detection efficiencies this is probably a slow method. furthermore

the high counting rate in the c MeV proton region,due to iu,r) reaetio:

in "C and "*"'0 ,would cause a high level of accidental coincidence.;.

One could also consider to use anti-coinc: •-.

contributions from interfering elenents

•iT.ce techniques to exclude

y ." Grain weight

h-ifcre trie freeze-dried grains were mounted they were alsc weighed. We ::ave

checried whether the nitrogen content i? correlated to the weight of the

rrains by studying spectra like Fig ̂ .T-1- From these the decision was maie

not to exclude any grains due to their weight as no clear correlation vs.;

./.'en in the plots. Table 5-6.1 shows the average and standard deviations

of weights in groups of grains. The following notation was usei:

J = wheat variety Jufy I P = Prins M = Red Mcshovs>a

K = early harvest (July 2b) L — late harvest V = very late harve.
(Kept 6) (Sept 1^)

i = low nitrogen application h = high nitrogen application

Ta:;le

Variety

>j

J+"f
J
i

J
; •

• /

• '. + ]

Time of harvest

E

E
L
L
L
L
L
L

V

K-application

h
h
h
I
I
h
h
h
I
h

h

Number of
grains

132
11U
2U6
vrj

V)
136
111
71

168
2!>7

76

Average-
weight

(ag)

l f t l
20i 1
1 ' 3 ± 1
-Mti
3>tl
'iSil
37t 1
äf.t 1
l t i » l

-. , » . i

[ > • * 1 .

Jtar, iar'.
deviation

i%)

2h
•~}.~.
C. • J

?. '"'•

]_(,

1?
16
PI

1 '"

1 •- .

- i >



One surprising result wa3 that the level of nitrogen application iid neither

affect the average weight nor the standard deviation in weight of the grains

(Fig 2.2.1). The time of harvest was essential and ic was also clear that

the Red Moskovska was heavier than both Jufy I and Prins by approximately

20 '. Fig 5.7.2 shows some examples of weight distributions.

5.8 Normalization

8,9)Sundqvist et al "*'" described a simple normalization technique to determine

the N/C ratio. The low-energy region in the spectra was simply integrated tc

give a number proportional to the carbon content. Later we found that the

narrow energy region between the maxinum proton energies fron the " 0{i,p ) '

(5.77 MeV) and C(d,p ) ^C (6.12 MeV) reactions was a more accurate measure

of the carbon contribution as it did not include counts from oxygen and also

as it was found to be less sensitive to beam heating. In this experiment we

introduced absorber foils in front of the detectors and thus the energy re-

solution was deteriorated. We felt that the normalization to a region ir. the

spectra should be checked, so we detected gacna-rays with a ~-e( Li)-detector

(Fig. 5.8.1).

We also checked another way of normalization based on the integration of the

beam current on the target. Using targets with poor electric conductivity,

like grains, this can only be done by inspecting th<3 beam in front cf the

target. The device used was described in Sect 3-1-

The elasticaily scattered deutercn from a thin carbon foil vere

detected in a surface barrier detector (monitor). The number of these par-

ticles was proportional to the integrated beam current and vas used in

relative measurements. With the given set of ccllimators this measure turned

out to be sensitive to the incoming beam geometry, a problem which is easy

to avoid, but was not realized in time for this experiment. Results from

these normalizations are compared in Table 5.3.1. dotations used nv-n

C = carbon target,

G = grains,

Y = gamma peak,

M = monitor peak,

C = summed counts in lov-energy region of particle .;pe-*,ra

C 2 = summed counts in the mentioned,oxygen free,region of particle

spectra.



Target
type

C

.3.1

Ko of

samples

UTU

1+72

36

3?

38

36

Normalis.

techniqi-e

A

M

Y

Y

Cl

M

Y

Y

Cl

Normaliz

technique

B

Y

Cl
Co

C2

Y

Cl
C2

C2

Standard
deviation
in ratios
A/B {%)

2k

2k

13

17

13

11

8

16

Correlation i
coefficient ;
for A and B '•

1
0.35 !

0.80 ]

0.93 ;

0.85 '

0.91

0.92

0.9U

0.89

There were good correlations (̂  0.8) in all cases. The best values

were found when comparing y with C . This leads to the conclusion that

the summation of the 6 MeV region of the detected spectra is a good

technique also when the absorber foil is used. See also Fig 5.8.2.

5.9 Computer capacity

To illustrate the importance of adequate computer capacity in these types

of applications, where nuclear instrumentation and a statistical material

of thousands of samples are combined, we describe the present capacity of

the PDP-15 computer at the Tandem Accelerator Laboratory to handle this

experiment. We will also give some ideas of the possibilities of a modern

mega-mini computer (i.e. a VAX II/780).

5.9.I Data acquisition

The PDP-15 is equipped with four ADC's to be run in either singles or

coincidence mode. In this experiment two of the ADC's were used for non-

conventional purposes (sect 5.9.2). As data were collected in up to eight

detectors, the two remaining ADC's could only serve the detectors by the
23)

use of the routing system of the TLU . With this seven single spectra of

I02U- channels each were collected through one ADC simultaneously.
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There was a number of drawbacks compared to a system using eight ADC's. One was

trivial; an error in the unit led to overhearing, i.e. data originally meant for

a specific region in the core memory did not always get the appropriate bit

set by the unit and was thus added to wrong spectrum. Only a minor fraction

of the spectra did, however, in this way disappear from its destination. The

spectra were arranged in the memory with regard to this problem so that no

spectrum got a significant contribution, i.e. no significant influence to

the result was present.

The dead time in the ADC used in combination with the routing unit was increased

by a factor seven. The ADC had a conversion time of 15 us, fora 102U channel word. The

down scaling shown in Sect 3-5 would have been unnecessary if 8 ADC's had

been used. Another disadvantage of using the routing system was the problem

to mix seven linear signals into one ADC input. The pileup

probability in the mixing unit (Fig 3.5.2) was a factor seven higher than in

the linear amplifiers. In this situation the

pileup was easy to detect and thus to discriminate against. On the other

hand, the electronic system became more complex.

5.9.2 Automat i z at i on

The PDP-15 was used to control the automatic process. Because the frequent use of an

interrupt routine would have limited the data collection rate, an external

sealer was used to stop data acquisition and to change grains. As the computer

was not equipped with other input possibilities than the four 8192 word ADC's,

one of these ADC's was used to create an interrupt signal to the system initiated

by the preset sealer overflow signal.

To replace an analyzed grain in the beam position with a new one, ten steps

was executed twice by the stepping motor (Sect 3.7.1). The only avail-

able output possibility of the system for this purpose was the teletype inter-

face ASCII output. A special electronic module was built to convert the row

of ASCII signals to pulses capable of driving the stepping motor. A phenome-

non, not clearly understood, created rare occurrences of charge shocks to

the computer (frequencies of a few per day, sometimes fewer, sometimes much

more). The stepping motor driver misinterpreted these; shocks and drove the

chain a few steps forward.



This would be a serious problem,if it was not detected by the system, as

the positioning of the beam on the grains was critical. To minimize the

consequences we counted the number of pulses from the stepping motor driver

through the fourth ADC and stopped the stepping motor when the required

number of steps was executed. With that arrangement, at most, one grain

at the time could be misplaced and the control system warned the operator

at each misplacement.

The efforts to solve the mentioned problems, made the computer system with

the electronic setup,probably the most well developed component of this

work.

With a computer system, equipped with eight fast ADC's,with DMA interfaces

(Direct Memory Access),large disc units and with a fast CPU,several of the

problems mentioned in this and other sections would disappear. No routing

unit, no mixer, no external sealers would have to be used (see Fig. 3.5.1).

A number of other features would also be available e.g. subtraction of

silicon contribution, high level of online data inspection,even during

data collection,and continuous data reduction for immediate evaluation by

the research staff online etc.

5.10 The snape of the distributions

The values for the nitrogen content of some grains were extremely far away

from the mean values, in a few cases more than four standard deviations (ha). The

probability that one grain is ka away from the mean for a group of around

1000 grains is less than 1/100. Therefore, we excluded 5 grains with observed

values more than ha away from corresponding means. Reasons for the extreme re-

sults might have been an occasional extreme positioning of a small grain or a

grain extremely different, worm-eaten for instance, giving extreme nitrogen

contents but not necessarily lead to extreme asymmetries.

In spite of this discrimination of grains, the distributions of nitrogen

contents in given depth regions were not normally distributed for all groups

of grains studied (Fig. 5.10.1). As a way to quantify this effect the mean

and median values are listen in Table 5-10.1 for a few cases.

Notation: tL = early harvest

L = late harvest

P = Prins



J = Jufy i

h = high nitrogen application

1 = low nitrogen application

x = mean value

m = median value

Table 5.10.1

Variety

Harvest
Nitrogen
application

Energy
channel

1-4 D

5-8 E T
9-12 p'

13-16 T

17-18 H

J

E

h

X

0.0631

0.0490

0.0346

0.0163

0.0086

m

0.0393

0.0326

0.0260

0.0155

0.0077

P

E
h

X

0.0443

0.0357

0.0257

0.011 1

0.0047

m

0.0344

0.0279

0.0219

0.0104

0.0039

J

L
1

X

0.0158

0.0125

0.0127

0.010

-0.001

m

0.0155

0.0123

0.0102

0.009

-0.001

J

L

h

X

0.0284

0.0268

0.0256

0.0194

-0.000

m

0.0271

0.0259

0.0250

0.0188

-0.000

P

L

h

X

0.0266

0.0260

0.0272

0.0198

-0.000

m

0.0260

0.0253

0.0265

0.0189

-0.000

Some of the groups seem Poisson distributed and some normally distributed.

The distributions are different,even within one group of grains,with respect

to different depth regions and the same depth regions behave differently in

different groups. This left us with the decision either to do split analysis,

where only groups with same type of distributions are compared or to choose

between the mean and median values. The latter was done and

the mean values were preferred for reasons of simplicity.

5.H Future possible improvements

In this section we list a number of future improvements of the experimental

setup and technique. However, we do not think that these improvements would

affect the conclusions which can be drawn about the applicability of the

(d,p) technique.

The improvements can be ^roupj'l in the following way:



I. Depth resolution

_. Accuracy of nitrogen content in a depth channel

<. Trie size of the analyzed depth region

4. The analysis time per sample

5. The cost of analysis per sample.

1. The depth resolution expressed in mass/area (mg/cnT) was good in

this experiment. Only the grain asymmetry contributed considerably to the

uncertainties in the measured depths. The mounting table used,can be im-

proved. We suggest a device, using a narrow light beam,to define the posi-

tion of the deuteron beam spot on the grains when mounting them on the chain.

Using a conic shaped "bed" for the grains filled with some "clay", glued on

the chain, the positioning of grains at mounting should be easy and asymmetries

in the measurements considerably reduced.

The depth resolution was worsened by the absorber foils used for pileup re-

duction. This is not necessary in a depth region 0-120 um, and if a larger

region can be analyzed, in spite of interference effects, conventional pileup

rejectors can be introduced. The worst problem with depth resolution is pre-

sent when a metric scale is required, e.g. at comparison with

electron microscope photograhs. Then the precision in the density used,protatly

very poor {Yig. l.l), is the limiting factor. We only know the average density

and this problem should be further investigated. This is feasible to do with

a charged particle beam from the tandem accelerator used, analysing well de-

fined layers like the peeled hull of the barley grain we have used to estab-

lish the presence of silicon (Fig. 5.6.2).

2. The most important limitation to the knowledge of nitrogen content at a

given depth was the abundance,and the unknown distribution of the interfering

elements. In the region where this influence was relatively small, i.e. 0-120

um, the counting statistics and in the outer layers the "burning effect" were

dominating.

We suggest a vacuum system which garanties the burning problem to be small

at the 3 nA beam current used.

Ideas how to solve the problem due to the effect of interfering elements

were discussed in Sect. 5-6.3.

:. There are two limiting factors to the available depth region for analysis



the range of the deuterons used and the effect from the interfering elements.

An optimization in the choice of beam energy should be made, liowever, no

drastic improvements of the performance of the technique are expected.

k. The total analysis time depends on the time to set up the equipment, the

total counting rates and on the required counting statistics.

The setup can be simplified radically with fast modern mega-mini computers

available. The counting rates are limited by the total solid angle of the

system and the beam current. Due to the problems with irregular shape of

the samples used, the detectors should not be moved closer to the sample.

There is a good possibility to build a system with more than six detectors.

Probably more than one scattering angle have to be used, but this is again

not a serious problem with a powerful computer.

The beam current may be raised when the grains are kept in vacuum for a long

time before the analysis. An investigation on the possibility to cool the

grains during run is recommended,as the beam intensity is the main limiting

factor \o the counting rates.

With the standard deviation of nitrogen contents in v-ie analyzed groups of

grains, with the same treatment, of approximately 10 %, and a counting sta-

tistics in a 25 um region of 5 /»>a decrease of analysis time with a factor

6,to 10 seconds would increase the standard deviation to 15 %. Whether this

is acceptable depends on the specific problem to be studied.

5. When optimizing the technique to minimize the cost involved,one should

keep in mind the high cost of an accelerator and the staff necessary in the

laboratory. Therefore the measurements should be fully automat i :;e.i and t ho

equipment, 'inould allow fr..- fast handling of thousands of grains. A rough

estimate of the analy^i.i cost, with the particular equipment used, in this

study, is 3 Skr/sampie (.0.6 $).



RESULTS

Evaluation of the experimental technique

The use 01" the present technique is excluded in certain cases

Leeuuse of the limitations discussed in this paper. The nitrogen

iocth distribution in thick samples, containing high, unknown,

quantities of silicon, for instance, would probably cnly re rossitle

establish to a depth cf a few micrometers (Tect v - C . ̂  ;

In Fig 2.1.3 (thin melamine) and Fig U.I (thick melamine) we can see

that the principal upper limit to the depth which can be analyzed, with

6 MeY deuterons, is determined by the energy of protons from the

N(d,p,) 'ft* reaction. This limit is 225 urn assuming a grain

density of 1.2 g/cm (Sect U.U). The corresponding depth resolution

was T um (FWHM) (Sect U.5) approximately the same for all depths

(0-200 urn).

A full evaluation of all the systematic errors was beyond the scope of

this work. The biological results were a measure of the relative importance

of the systematic errors. '..-.3 statistical errors, treated in Sect h.G,

were of the same magnitude in the whole depth region: approximately 10 ver

cent for the nitrogen content ät 15/Km depth channel chosen, and 5 per cent

for the relative nitrogen content in the spectra derived by division of the

nitrogen content in one depth region of approximately 25 urn with other

region of same width.

These errors can easily be reduced in the future, but as shown below,

that would not be an optimal use of effort with the present technique.

6.2 Biological results

A simple summary of biological results would be misleading, as there are

no general trends to point out. In this section we will demonstrate

significant differences due to the parameters of the material. Sometimes

striking effects can be seen in the final spectra, when grains from two

".;etujs of parameters are compared.



The standard deviations, ir the cases studied, were small enough to

allow selection in plant breeding with higher probability of succés than

with conventional selection techniques.

A systematic description of the results obtained in the present evaluation

follows.

The basic questions to be answered were:

a. Which deptn regions are sensitive to the parameters of the material?

b. Can one add upp results from more than one position in a head, i e

to what extent do we have to define the position for a successful

selection?

c. Can the results give information on genetical qualities?

d. Are the qualities mentioned in c. correlated to knowledge from other

techniques?

e. Is the final statistical accuracy, using the (d,p) method, high enough

to compete with selection methods already used?

Fig 6.2.1 shows the nitrogen depth distributions for the eight treatments

where all fifteen grains analyzed, from a head,were summed. For comparison

see also Fig 1.1. Note that only the depth region 0-120 U.T.V i e regiers I,II

and Ilia, was relevant to the nitrogen content (Sect 5.6). In the nitrogen

depth distributions in grains from low nitrogen application, the aleuron

layer (layer II) clearly holds more nitrogen than the outer region of the

starchy endosperm (ilia). This was not the case when a high level of

nitrogen application was used.

We discuss below the results in terms of the above questions a.-e.

a. The depth regions of interest are the outer endosperm and the inner

endosperm, as the aim was to look for wheat varieties where the protein

content in the rnner endosperm was relatively high. As we probed

approximately 50 um of the starchy endosperm it was of great interest

to see whether any significant difference in behaviour as a function

of treatment occured in this region. In some cases, the comparison of

the aleuron layer to the rest of the endosperm was interesting.
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Using the factor analysis technique described in Sect U.6.1 we

found a number of depth regions (factors) where the variation in

nitrogen contents were independent of other regions. For the group

of all early harvested (July 26) grains, we found the following

factors»(vhe correlation coefficients, for nitrogen contents in

every channel with the weighted sum of the factor were higher than C.'O-

Depths 0-20 um, 0-72 \ML, 59~72 ym, 59-225 ym. The overlap of regions origi-

nates from the fact that more than one variable is involved e g position

of a grain in a small head and that of a small head in a head. For

the group of late harvested grains (September 6) treated with low

nitrogen application (130 (mg N)/(Kg soil)) we found the following

factors: depths 20"59 ^m» ^0-225 ym, 72-125 + lUo-l80 + 190-200 urn

and 110-125 Um. Finally, for the group of late harvested grains

(September 6 or 13) treated with high nitrogen application (7Ö0 mg/Kg)

we found the following: depths 0-20 Mm, 20-Uo ym, UO-95 ym, UO-225 ym

and 72-125 ym. The factors (depth regions) and the number of factors were

different for the different groups described, but there was a tendency

for region borders to appear in the the outer endosperm

The width of the factors were sometimes of the same magnitude

as the depth resolution used, which might be a hint to use smaller

depth channels for more detailed analysis in the future.

As the factors were different both in position and size, in groups of grains

to be compared, we decided not to present the results in the form of

nitrogen contents in the factors indicated, but to present the entire

depth distributions. In the future a more detailed analysis of these

factors may give good hints where to look for effects of interest.

b. The largest deviation from the average nitrogen distribution was

found in the small head 5 (situated in the top of the head). In

Fig U.6.2 this effect was shown; it was present for all but one

treatments.

The measured standard deviations were, however, so large (Fig 6.2.1)

(50 per cent fo early harvested grains and 20 per cent for the other) that

the improvement by doing a separate analysis, for each grain position in
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the head, would not have been significant for the group of early

harvested (unripe) grains and less than 3 per cent for the rest.

The ratios of the nitrogen contents in two depth regions had a lower

standard deviation. However, no evaluation of the effect of sumrrur.g ur

the results from all positions, in this case, was undertaker.; this would

possibly have given a different result. In subsequent analyses the

spectra from all grains in a head were sucimed.

c. The genetical parameter in this experiment was the change of variety

(Jufy 1, Prins and Red Moskovska). Fig 6.2.2 (a, b, c, a and e) shows

the relative nitrogen distributions, comparing the different

varieties keeping all other parameters constant. If the interest is

focused on the most interesting region 70-120 urn, which is a

fraction of the starchy endosperm beyond the aleuron layer, we can

see significant differences depending on the chosen treatments. The

error bars indicated are the standard errors in the mean values.

d. Using Figs h.G.2 and 6.2.2 as illustrations and watching the depth

region 70-120 ym, we found the following:

1. The relative nitrogen concentration was higher in Prins further

inside the endosperm than in Jufy for all treatments (Fig 6.2.2,

a, b, c) (not statistically significant for unripe grains). The

magnitude of the difference within the depth region is 1C per cer.t.
1+)

At Weibullsholm Plant Breeding Institute it has been shown that

the corresponding value comparing the bran, holding approximately 35

per cent of the whole grain,with the inner endosperm is 5 per cent,

for -both low and high nitrogen application. There were no values available

for the much smaller region, we have studied » b u t t h e results vere

in fair agreement.

2. The shape of nitrogen depth distributions in Red Moskovska was the

same as in Jufy (Fig 6.2.2 d), but the nitrogen concentration was a

factor 1.6 lower. The variety P.ed "'oskovska has a relatively high lynir.

content, but this knowledge was not enough to tell ,



which nitrogen distribution to expect. Red "oskovska

is, ;.orrally, known to have a "• ig!> nitrogen content, in

contradiction to our result. There are a number of possible ways

to explain this effect. Red Moskovska might be a variety where

Ine nitrogen content in the outer endosperm is comparably low, however,

this trend is known'to be true for Jufy as well and this near.;-, that

Red Moskovska have to be an unexpected case in this respect. More

likely Red Moskovska ^ud a bad ability to benefit from the

high amount of nitrogen application used in this case.

3. There was no significant change between grains of Red Moskovska

harvested September 6 and 13 (Fig 6.2.2 f). It is notable that the

mean value of weights in these two cases differed about 10 per cent,

which was statistically significant. Again, there were no expectations

to compare with. The explanation might be that the starch, which

dominates the central parts of the endosperm, and not the protein

content was influenced at that late stage of ripeness.

k. Dramatic changes were found for both Jufy and Prins when comparing

harvest in September 6 with July 26 (Fig 6.2.2 g and h). The same

tendency was observed in both varieties. In this case caution is

recommended because the layer thickness (in mg/cm ) was not likely

the same for the ripe and the extremely unripe grains. On this problem nc
2)

information is available . Thus the comparison vas maybe, in worst

case , a comparison of layer structures rather than nitrogen

iistributions, probably both these kind of informations overlap.

j. An increase of nitrogen application with a factor 6 (from

130 mg/kg to 780 mg/kg) influences both the nitrogen concentration level

( of course ) and the distribution (Fig 6.2.2 i and j). An enhancement

in the inner part of the studied region was highly significant. In a

study on Jufy and Pompe (a variety similar to Prins) at Weibullsholm

Plant Breeding Laboratory no such effects were found. On the

other hand in that study the depth resolution was much worse than

in the present study.



6. It was demonstrated above, under b (Fig U.6.2), that the nitrogen

content in grains positioned in the small head at the top of the

head was significantly lower than for the rest of the head. A similar

tendency, but not as large, was also observed for grains in the small

head (no h) between the central small head and the one in the top.

In reference 27 it has been shown that by late application of nitrogen

to wheat the increase of protein content was smallest in the grains

positioned at the top of the head. This can be an explanation to the

results obtained for these grains in the case of late harvest.

On the other hand, the same tendency was found for Jufy, also at

an early time of harvest, in our study. Prins had a different

behaviour. We do not have any good explanation to this difference.

Kt an early stage of development, nitrogen is built into

the plant, due to the uptake of nitrogen from the soil, starting at

the lowest part of the plant and moving upwards. This could be an

explanation to the observed phenomena in Jufy grains, not supported

however, by the results from Prins.

e. We regarded the ratio of nitrogen contents in the depth region 70-95 ym

and in the depth region 95-120 um, which is probably the most relevant

quantity corresponding to the desired genetical property»for the

variaties Jufy and Prins and ve found a difference in this ratio of

10 per cent. In Table 6.2.1 we have listed the mean standard deviations (s)

within each group of grains with the same treatment and the same rositicr.,

together with the standard deviations due to the limited counting

statistics in the corresponding regions (<O.

r- = July 26 and L = September 6 or 13.



Dopth region

iur.))

s i Date of harvest

= 50-60

, b -- 70-95

;C = 95 - 120

10

39.7

19.5

47.6

19.3

55.5

20.7

E

L

E

L

E

L

JC/B

C/A

20.4

9.7

35.0

16.9

23.3

14.6

L

E

L

The variance in a group of grains with the same treatment was a squared

sum of all variances due to counting statistics and "treatment errors".

Trie "treatment errors" are environmental differences in the grains,

mounting and sample handling errors.

From the values in the table we can calculate the standard deviations due to

"treatment errors". There are, in the case of unripe grains, roughly 50

and 25 per cent for the nitrogen contents and ratios, respectively.

The corresponding values for the ripe grains are 20 and 15 per cent,

i e the influence on the variance from the counting statistics was

small.

To demonstrate the consequences of these figures we use the simple case

of a group of grains half of which is from the variety Prins and the

other half from Jufy (Fig U.6.3). If we set the selection criterion R
c

on the ratios of nitrogen contents.



to I.I, 33 per cent of all grains vill be selected. Cut of these ;c

per cent are from the variety Prins, which is the better variety ir.

this example as the protein is distributed more to the central part

of the endosperm than in Jufy. If we set R^ to 1.2 only 9 per cent

of all grains are selected, on the other hand, 3? per cent of these

are from the desired variety.

If we want to compare with a conventional plant breeding experine: t

we have to know the distribution of varieties expected from the

crossing of the two parent varieties. We also have to know the

distribution of the parameter measured (the ratio of nitrogen contents

in different depth regions in the (d,p) technique) for each of theje

resulting varieties. If ve consider the sir.ple exar.ple, rrerentei

above, the following car. ce stated. The r.ut-r»r cf varieties is nuch

reduced (to only two) i e fcr every new generaticn, 5C per cent of

all "bad" grain? treed "good" plants. To reach an 57 percentage level

of "good" grains, the ccr.ventior.al method, vculi r.e-i-i three years . The

sane level car. he reached ir. one year vith the (d,r* technique. ",r. the

other hand, all grains could ce used in the ccnventicr.al technique

whereas with the (i,p) technique only '• rer cent ci" all grains v.culi

be selected. If we assune, that the area, used fcr the riant rreeding

experiment, is constant and that the v he at heads have k 5 t;rr.ir..- '3 an

average, after three years, the (d,p! technique would lead to 1~~ *i~er

as r^ny grains, with 87 percentage level of "good" grair.c, as the

conventional technique in this particular case.
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In this work we wanted tr develop and test the N(d,p ) K reaction

technique for nitrogen depth distribution measurements for selection

purposes in plant breeding. The first goal was to verify and reduce

the importance of the technical problems involved with the technique.

Then the (d,p) technique was applied to a material of barley and wheat

grains in order to demonstrate its sensitivity to biological parameters,

particularly the genetical difference between varieties of interest

in plant breeding. Whether the measure obtained with the (d,p) technique,

corresponding to the genetical property of interest is sensitive to other

parameters, out of control, to a low extent, enough, permiting selection

with satisfactory success, or not^ was to be demonstrated.

The results presented in Chapter 6 demonstrated, that the N(d,p ) N

reaction can be used to measure nitrogen depth distributions in grainst

down to a depth of 120 ym. It was also demonstrated, that such a region

was enough to determine the nitrogen distribution in different layers

of interest in wheat grains. The nitrogen depth distribution obtained

with the (d,p) technique was sensitive to all biological parameters

involved,like the level of nitrogen application, the time of harvest

cr the position of a grain in the head. Two varieties of wheat, for

instance Prins and Jufy» gave significantly different nitrogen distri-

butions measured with the present technique. The comparison of the

nitrogen distribution in the aleuron layer with either one of a few

resolved regions further inside the endosperm was possible as well as

the measurement of the nitrogen distribution in approximately 50 urn

of the starchy endosperm. When more of the endosperm has to be

analyzed there is a possibility to compare the nitrogen contents with

the average total nitrogen content in the type of grains analyzed.

This latter knowledge can be obtained for instance with the Kjeldahl

technique.

It is, however, clear that the use of the (d,p) reaction technique is

only favourable when a good knowledge about the general structure,

caemistry and the underlying genetics of the grains involved is available.
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The number of parameter combinations which can be studied in the

material presented in this paper is large. We have chosen some of

them to give a basis for the evaluation of the (d,p) technique as

a selection method in plant breeding. *Many interesting questions

remain to be answered by further analysis of the data obtained. E g

we have only demonstrated that the grains in the top of a head have

lower nitrogen content than the average, however, a mere detailed

study » of the nitrogen distributions as a function of position

in the head would be interesting. In addition, more data from the

2000 barley grains and another 2000 wheat grains, obtained in an

11'
earlier experiment ' , can be analyzed in the near future. This have

not been done for two reasons:

1. These earlier runs were performed without absorber foils and the

pileup contribution to the spectra was considerable (Fig 5-U.3)-

But the depth possible to analyze was found to be restricted to

120 pm and thus the pileup does not interfere.

2. In barley grains the abundance of silicon, in the hull, gave con-

siderable contributions to the spectra (Fig 5.6.3). This silicon

contribution in the barley data can be subtracted with a medium

size computer.

The next step in the future development of the (d,p) technique applied

to plant breeding is a direct selection test. This can be done, for

instance, by repeating an already successful breeding experiment,

involving two or three years, using the (d,p) technique

for selection and the conventional plant breeding procedure» in parallell,

The knowledge on the nitrogen depth distribution in a depth region of

120 urn from the surface, including the outer layers of a grain is of

value, not only as a possible mean of genetical selection, but also

in histological research. In combination with different methods to

map the outer regions of the grains, like electron microscopy, milling,

chemical analysis etc, it might be possible to follow the histological

properties of the grains in a large number of precisely defined

situations. A test on this possibility can be performed as there exist



a large material of grains from groups which are carefully mapped with ether,

ac"t? time consuming methods. The material of 50 000 grains grown,

presented in Section 2.2 gives a possibility to follow the process of

nitrogen embodyment, as a function of ripeness, level of nitrogen

application or position of the grain in the head in great detail.
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FIGURES

When not indicated, explicitly, a particle beam of 6 MeV deuterons and a
beam current of 3 nA were used. The scattering angle was 155°. N on the
y-axis stands for number of counts.

Fig 1.1 a) An electron microscope study of a cross section of a wheat
grain. The rectangular region narked is shown magnified in
Fig 1.1b.

b) Further magnification of the region narked in Fig 1.1a.
The total magnification was a factor 500.

Layer I (33 un) = the seed coat (the husk)is removed
Layer II (3^ fJm) = the aleuron layer
Region III = the starchy endosperm

a The fraction of the starchy endosperm where
the nitrogen distribution is obtained in
this experiment.

b 'ihe fraction of the endosperm which is probed
by the beam but not available for analysis in
the present study.

The photos ere taken from ref



EN (6MV) St St E=6MeV Deuterons
I=3nA

T
PDP-15

SC (viewed from above)

Di (with an energy-
spectrum )

6 detectors:
S.(SE»

100 mm 2

1000/um

Fig 2.1.1 The experimental arrangement (including some technical data),

T = tandem van de Graaff accelerator,
V = vacuum pump,
Fo = focusing quadrupole magnet,
St = electrostatic steering device,
A = 90° bending magnet (analyzing magnet),
S = switching magnet for beam line selection,
3C = scattering chamber,
D = detector,
B = beam,
G = grain,
Ch = chain,
CW = cog wheel,
E = electronic system,
C = online computer,
MT = magnetic tape station,
Di = display,
SE = stepping motor electronics and
SM = stepping motor.



Fig 2.1.2 Photo of the detector holder.

1»2,3,1*,5 and 6 are the numbers used to separate the
detectors in the experiment (sect 5.5.2).

5 ENERGY IM*V) 10

Fig 2.1.3 Charged particle spectrum obtained from a thin nelamine foil,

The peaks are numbered accordir.g to the following:

1 . K(d,]

Hd,CI j C T. Oid,p_,i ' 12.

3. ^C(d,p ) C 8.

h. ';i(d,CL) ^CK 9. |I+Il(d,pr) '^N* Ut.

11. i6o(d,d)i6o

13. 12c(d,d)12c

5. w(a,p1 2J I. 10. 15. CHd,p_; C



Fi b 2.2.1 î xar.ple 01' plants grown in ceramic Mitscherlich pots:

:iur.ter 6oh with low level of nitrogen application,
iiumber 611 with normal nitrogen application and
Number 616 with high level of nitrogen application.

The plants in number 60k are yellow and those in 616 are green.

Fig 2.2.2 The arrangement used for mounting the grains on the chain.
The small screws indicate the beam position.



Monitor

Grain 0 3
Cassette ^ — *

Fit; 3.1.1 a) A technical drawing of the scattering char.iher vith the
detector holder and the sample cassette.

b) A photo of the scattering chamber. (The detector holder
in not the final version used in this experiment).
The letters a, b and c mean:

a = the old detector holder (the new holder is shown in
Fit; 2.1.2),

b = the chain with the grains and
c = the cog wheel driven by the stepping motor.
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Fig 3.5.1 &) The electronic systern used in the experiment.

The details of the "coincidence electronics" are shown
in Fig 3.5.11'.
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Fife 3.5.1 b) LSD = Logic Shape and Delay.
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Fig 3.5.2 A possible future electronic syster; for a similar expe-
riment.

DSC = disc unit.
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Fib U.I Charged particle spectrum
obtained frcm a thick
hauogeneous melamine
sample.

A depth scale is indica-
ted assuming the stop-
ping power (expressed in
MeV/ng/cn^) for charged
particles in melaciine to
be the same as in wheat
flour.

Fig k.2 Charged particle spectrum
obtained from a wheat
grain.

The regions 1-6 are ex-
plained in sect k.

Wheat grain

I absorber I

DO i-JJJ K

ENERGY IM*V)

i
1000 Ch. sa l " eoo Ch.

ENERGY

U.3 The same spectrum as in

Pig k.2 but with absorber

foils in front of the

detectors.

Fig U.I.I Charged particle spectrum
obtained from a pure
carbon sample. (With
absorber foils).
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JUFY
Eart»
H<#t N
Gr*n» 1.2.0

ENERGY (chanwl)
DEPTH

1

JUFY
La»
Low N
Small hrate 1.2.3.4 am S

ENERGY (Channel)-
DEPTH

Fig it .6.1 Example of the high energy region of a spectrur» of nitrogen
content vs energy obtained from wheat grains in different
positions in the head.

All grains are froir; one variety and the same treatment. The
errors indicated are the standard errors in the mean values

a) Spectra fror. all small heads, 1 to 5, are sumed. 1 the
lowest, 2 the middle and 3 (=0 in this figure) the top
position in the small head.

b) Epectra i'roir. all grains in a sr.iall head summed. 1 the
lowest and 5 the highest position in the head.



k.6.2 (g.-g) The average nitrogen depth distribution in wheat grains
from small heads 1 to k divided, channel by channel, by the
average nitrogen depth distribution of grains in small head
number 5. Early, late and very late mean times of harvest.
High and low N mean levels of nitrogen applications. Juf ,y,
Prins and Red M^skovska are different varieties of wheat.
The regions I, II ind III are explained in Fir; 1.1.
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LJ Jufy Prins

Fig U.6.3 The distributions of the ratios obtained by division of
nitrogen contents in the depth region 95-120 jun with the
nitrogen content in the depth region 70-95 wm, obtained
from ripe grains of the wheat varieties Jufy and Prins.

and are the frac-R is a chosen selection criterion, A. ?

tions of the grains selected with the selection criterion,
Rc, on the ratio for Prins and Jufy, respectively.

The broken line at R = 1.0 and 1.1 are the mean ratios of each distribution.
The broken line at R = 1.2 is one standard deviation from the mean ratio in
Prins. The distance between the two means is one standard deviation for both
distributions.

2.0

~ i.o

1
a

2.0-

1.0-

i * t

GRAIN
1*0.5 nA

FLOUR
1*0.5 nA

1 2 3 4
Inttgr. beam (rfl unit )

Fig 5.2.1 The nitrogen content in high-energy region of nitrogen
distributions vs irradiation time.

The special unit is the average integrated beam current
used for analysis of one grain in the run on the plant
breeding material.

a) Wheat grains.
b) Wheat flour.
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F i g 5 -2 .2 Nitrogen depth distribution spectrum from wheat grains with
a deuteron beam current of 0.5 nA divided with another spec-
trum with 0.5 nA, obtained before and after irradiation of
the sample with a beam current of 0.5, 1+ .0, 3.0 and 8.0 nA.
a) Test (1) performed after a long time of storage in vacuum.
b) Test (2) performed after a short time of storage in vacuum.
The dashed line is due to a normal! zeticr. procedure with V.
The solid line is due to normalization in the low-energy
region.
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Fig 5.1+.1 Charged particle spectrum obtained from a pure carbon target
with a deuteron beam current of 3.0 nA.

a) The diameter of the detector collimator =8.0 mm.

b) The diameter of the detector collimator =3.0 mm.

The difference between spectrum from a) and b) normalized to
each other is the hatched area in the figure.

The case with the diameter of the detector collimator = 8.0 mm
is shown in Fig U .1.1. Absorber foils were used in front of
the detector.



100 200

DEPTH

Fig 5.U.2 The relative contribution to a nitrogen content spectrum
from pileup, with a deuteron beam current of 3.0 nA, a
detector collimator diameter of 8.0 mm and no absorber
foils in front of the detectors.

Grain

Detector

Beam

5.5.1 Demons+ration of the effect due to the irregular shape of a
grain. The proton to the left has a longer path length in
the grain, than the proton to the right, in spite of the
fact that t:ney are products from reactions at the same depth
in the grain.
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r'ifc. 5.5.2 Examples of distributions of ratios derived by division
or observables, defined in sect 5.5» from a number of grains ana-
lyzed with the bean spot on two different positions of the grain.
a) Position A is cioaparec? vith position E for observable I.
b) Position A is compared with position B for observable II.
c) Position A is cor.pared with position C for observable II:

•100

ASYMMETRY (•/.)
Fig 5.5.3 Examples of distributions of asymmetry obser-
vables defined in sect 5.5.3.
a) Prins, Jufy and Red Moskovska; late harvest, low

nitrogen application, 5 small heads with 3 grains each
b) Prins and Jufy; early harvest, high nitrogen applica-

tion, 5 small heads with 3 grains each.
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Fig 5-5.1* Examples of scatter plots of nitrogen contents in a depth-
region (a factor defined in sect U.6) vs asymmetry. The
unit O" is the standard deviation in the distribution of
nitrogen contents.

a) Horizontal asymmetries.

b) Vertical asymmetries.
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Fig 5.6.1 The relative contribution from the C(d,p ) C reaction in
the analyzer1, nitrogen distribution spectra obtained from
wheat grains, chosen to give an average nitrogen content.
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a.
Barley Grain
Intact

b.
Barley Grain
Peeled

ENERGY (MeV) 1 0 °

Fig 5.6.2 Charged particle spectra obtained from a thin
layer of barley hull and from a thin target
of SiO2. The depth scale, relevant to the

N ( d ) 1 ^ N reaction, is indicated.

100 200
DEPTH (jum)

Fig S.6.3a Nitrogen depth distribution from
an intact barley grain.

b Nitrogen depth distribution from a
barley grain without hull.



Fig 5.6.1* a) Proton induced X-ray spectrum obtained from a barley grain.
3 MeV protcns were used. X-rays were detected with a Si(li)
detector.

b) Proton induced X-ray spectrum obtained from a barley grain
with the hull removed.
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rig 5.6.5 The relative contribution to the nitrogen distribution from
interfering elements obtained from wheat flour with low
nitrogen content.

•A) Sin^lation of O.k weight per cent phosphorus.
b) Simulation of 0.1 weight per cent sulphur.
c) rimulation of 0.5 weight per cent potassium.
d) The sum Qf simulations from phosphorus, sulphur, potassium,

chlorine and calcium.
e) The measured contribution from ail interfering isotopes,

except 13c, using the technique described in sect U.2.
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Fig 5.6.6 The relative contribution from interfering elements to the
nitrogen distributions obtained from wheat flour with low
nitrogen content (due to the level of nitrogen application).
Unfilled circles indicate the same distribution as fig 5.6.5e.
The triangles indicate on simulation of the aieuron layer
contribution based on Fig 5-6-5e and what is known on the
level of interfering elements in the 3^ pm thick aieuron
layer.
The filled circles indicate a linear sum of the two curves, ie
approximately the contribution from an intact grain.
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Fig 5.7.1 Example of a scatter plot of rå trogen contents in a depth
region (factor, defined in sect k.6) vs grain in the
distribution of nitrogen contents.
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..7.2 Examples of weights of wheat grains. The'areas of the
distributions in the figure are normalized to each other.

a) Prins and Jufy; early harvest, high nitrogen application.
b) Prins and Jufy; late harvest, low nitrogen application.
c) Prins; late harvest, high nitrogen application.
d) Red Moskovska; late harvest, high nitrogen application.
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Fig 5.8.1 Gamma-spectrum obtained from wheat flour. The high energy
region contains peaks due to reactions in nitrogen. The
number of counts in this spectrum is approximately a factor
thirty higher than in an ordinary run on grains.
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S-2O.
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Fig 5.8.2 Examples of distributions of ratios»obtained from a group of
grains by division of the number of counts in peaks obtained
froci different normalization techniques.

a) The standard deviations are indicated. Peak area from
monitoring particle detector spectrum divided by peak
area from a gamma-spectrum.

b) Peak area from a gamma-spectrum divided by the number of
counts in the low-energy region (carbon I) of a particle

spectrum for nitrogen distribution measurements.
c) Peak area from a gamma-spectrum divided by the number of

counts in the 6 MeV region (carbon II) in a particle
spectrum for nitroger. distribution measurements.
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Fig 5.10.1 Examples of distributions of the relative nitrogen contents in
a depth region in spectra obtained from a group of wheat grains
with the same treatment. One group holds grains from all fifteen
positions in a head selected in this experiment.
a) Mtttn depth = 18O um. Jufyi early harvest, high nitrogen

application.
b) Mean depth = 70 um. The same group as in a.
c) Mean depth = 180 um, Jufy; late harvest, low nitrogen

application.
d) 'Acan depth = TO um. The same group as in c.
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Fife 6.2.1 (a-h) Eight average nitrogen depth distributions, in wheat grains,
for given sets of biological parameters. In each average, data
from grains from all fifteen pesitions in the head, chosen in
this experiment, were included. The standard deviations and the
standard deviations of the means values are indicated.
Early, Late and Very Late mean times of harvest, High I! and
Low N mean levels of nitrogen application, Jufy, Princ and
Moskovaka are varieties of wheat. The regions I, II and III are
explained in Fig 1.1,
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•ig 6.2.2 (a-e) Ten average nitrogen depth distributions in wheat grains
in given sets of biological parameters divided, channel by
channel, with the average nitrogen depth distribution in
vheat grains for the same set of parameters, but one. In both
groups of grains all fifteen positions in the head, chosen in
this experinent, were included. Early, Late and Very Late mean
times of harvest, High N and Low N mean levels of nitrogen
application, Jufy, Prins and Moskovska are varieties of wheat.
The regions I. II and III are explained in Fie 1-1.
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